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ABSTRACT 

 

Prostate cancer is the most commonly diagnosed cancer among men, estimated 

to affect one in six American men. Despite its high prevalence, nearly 50% of prostate 

cancer is insignificant and unrelated to cause of death of the patient. It is thus of 

paramount importance that physicians are able to make informed decisions on course 

of treatment for prostate cancer patients; an aggressive treatment option such as 

radiation therapy or surgery with risk of adverse side effects is necessary for high grade 

cancers while active surveillance may be sufficient for lower grade cancers. Current 

methods for assessing the aggressiveness of prostate cancer are insufficient and repeat 

biopsies or histological analysis of prostatectomy specimens often show disagreement 

with initial staging. MRI has become a useful, non-invasive tool for prostate cancer 

screening. A clinical multiparametric MRI (mp-MRI) exam typically includes T1, T2 and 

apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) maps, extracted from T1-weighted, T2-weighted 

and diffusion-weighted MRI (DWI) sequences, respectively. However, the efficacy of 

PCa MRI is limited by the inability to distinguish the signal from cancerous foci from the 

background signal from normal tissue using standard, clinical MRI sequences.  

This dissertation investigates a hybrid, multidimensional imaging approach to 

prostate MRI, which looks at how standard measures (ADC, T1, T2) react to changes in 

sequence parameters (TE, TR, b). This enables a selective filtration of particular tissue 

components and subsequent emphasis of differences in tissue structure indicative of 

prostate cancer. My results suggest that using hybrid imaging to identify differences in 

tissue structure could lead to better differentiation between normal tissue, aggressive 
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prostate cancer and benign tumors or conditions. Hybrid imaging provides structural 

information undetectable using conventional mp-MRI. It may therefore provide 

independent, diagnostic information that compliments ADC, T1 or T2 values and 

increase diagnostic accuracy when used in combination with conventional mp-MRI. 

Structural markers such as decreased luminal volume, increased cellularity, and 

nucleomegaly become more prominent with increased Gleason Score. Hybrid MRI may 

therefore be useful for noninvasively determining Gleason Score in the future.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Prostate Cancer 

Since the first case was described in 1853, prostate cancer has become a 

prominent public health concern. In that initial description, prostate cancer was 

described as "a very rare disease" (1). The National Cancer Institute estimates that 

nearly one in six American men will develop prostate cancer during his lifetime with an 

estimated 220,800 new diagnoses that were predicted for 2015. This makes prostate 

cancer the most common non-cutaneous cancer among males and the second most 

common cancer overall, comprising an estimated 13.3% of newly diagnosed cancers in 

2015 (2). 

Despite the high prevalence of prostate cancer, most are insignificant and 

unrelated to the death of the patient. An estimated 2,795,592 men were living with 

prostate cancer in the United States in 2012. Despite comprising 13.3% of new cancer 

diagnoses, prostate cancer was only responsible for an estimated 4.7% of all cancer 

deaths in 2015. Autopsy studies have shown that between 30 and 80 percent of men 

who died of other causes had latent prostate carcinoma, with the percentage depending 

on age (3). Thus, it’s extremely important that methods exist which can distinguish 

aggressive, rapidly growing prostate cancer from indolent disease and normal, benign 

tissue. 
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The normal prostate is composed of fluid-filled ducts surrounded by fibrous, 

muscular tissue consisting of stromal cells (figure 1.1). Branching acini at the end of 

ducts 

are surrounded by a layer of epithelial cells. Prostate cancer occurs when these 

epithelial cells proliferate abnormally outward into the surrounding stromal environment 

and inward into the lumen of the ducts. The cancer aggressiveness is categorized by 

the Gleason grading system.  

 

Figure 1.1 An anatomical diagram of the prostate. Approximately the size of a walnut, 

the prostate is located between the bladder and the rectum. It is conical in shape with 

the base superior and the apex inferior. The central portion is the fibrous Transition 

Zone (TZ) surrounded by the Central Zone (CZ). The TZ enlarges with age so that the 

CZ is only apparent in young men. The urethra runs through the TZ. The Peripheral 

Zone (PZ) surrounds the TZ/CZ on three sides and contains the majority of glandular 

tissue. The majority of prostate cancers are adenocarcinomas in the PZ. 
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Figure 1.2 Modified Gleason 
grading system diagram 
showing the 5 Gleason 
patterns (5). 

 

 

The Gleason grading system was developed in the 1960s, and modified in 2005, 

to evaluate prostate cancer prognosis based on architectural features as seen on 

histology (4,5). There are five histologic Gleason patterns with distinct characteristics: 

Grade 1: Circumscribed nodule of closely 
packed, but separate, uniform, rounded to 
oval, medium-sized acini (larger glands than 
pattern 3) 

Grade 2: Like pattern 1, fairly circumscribed, 
but at the edge of the tumor nodule, there 
may be minimal infiltration; glands are more 
loosely arranged and not quite as uniform as 
Gleason pattern 1 

Grade 3: Discrete glandular units: typically, 
smaller glands than seen in Gleason patterns 
1 or 2; infiltrates in and among nonneoplastic 
prostate acini; marked variation in size and 
shape; smoothly circumscribed, small, 
cribriform nodules of tumor 

Grade 4: Fused microacinar glands: ill-
defined glands with poorly formed glandular 
lumina; large, cribriform glands; cribriform 
glands with an irregular border; 
hypernephromatoid 

Grade 5: Essentially no glandular 
differentiation, composed of solid sheets, 
cords, or single cells; comedocarcinoma with 
central necrosis surrounded by papillary, 
cribriform, or solid masses 

 

  

A Gleason score is assigned to a tumor by adding the primary grade (comprising 

greater than 50% of tumor sample volume) and secondary grade (comprising less than 
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50%, but greater than 5% of tumor volume). Increasingly, a tertiary grade (third most 

prevalent) may be denoted, particularly if it is high.  

Patient prognosis is highly correlated 

with Gleason score. Gleason scores 2-5 are 

not generally reported. Gleason 6 tumors 

have a very favorable prognosis. A study of 

7869 men who underwent radical 

prostatectomy between 2004 and 2011 found 

that the rate of biochemical recurrence-free 

survival (BRFS, defined as postoperative 

PSA level less than 0.2 ng/ml) at 5 years for 

men with Gleason Score ≤6 was 94.6% 

based on biopsy and 96.6% based on radical 

prostatectomy. Although this category 

included Gleason scores 4-6, 99.8% of the tumors were Gleason 6. Gleason 3+4=7 

tumors also had a good prognosis with 82.7% biopsy-based and 88.1% radical 

prostatectomy-based 5-year BRFS. Gleason 4+3=7 tumors showed 65.1% biopsy-

based and 69.7% radical prostatectomy-based 5-year BRFS. The prognosis of these 

tumors was more similar to Gleason 8 tumors, for which the biopsy-based and radical 

prostatectomy-based 5-year BRFS was 63.1% and 63.7%, respectively. The prognosis 

for Gleason 9-10 tumors is poor, with both biopsy-based and prostatectomy-based 5-

year BRFS of 34.5% (6). Studies have also reported that the presence of Gleason 

 

Figure 1.3 Prostate histology. Low 

grade (Gleason 3) glandular tissue is 

seen on the right. Higher grade, 

cancerous tissue (Gleason 4) is seen 

on the left. Note the larger number 

and volume of acini on the right 

compared to the dense cellular growth 

on the left (image courtesy of the 

National Institute of Health, 

photographer: Otis Brawley). 
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pattern 5 is the greatest prognostic predictor for death from prostate cancer following 

radiation therapy and hormonal therapy. (7) 

1.2 Detection and Diagnosis 

1.2.1 Screening 

Given the high incidence of prostate cancer, screening is generally 

recommended. Current screening techniques, however, are inaccurate. The American 

Urological Association recommends that men over age 50 with a life expectancy of 

greater than 10 years get a prostate cancer screening every one to three years (8). This 

increases to every year over the age of 40 for men with a family history of aggressive 

prostate cancer and African American men, who statistically have a greater risk of 

developing prostate cancer. Such a screening typically consists of a digital rectal exam 

(DRE) in conjunction with Prostate Specific Antigen (PSA) testing. 

Digital rectal exams detect enlargement of the prostate or changes in texture that 

may be indicative of prostate cancer. Inexpensive, fast, and relatively non-invasive, 

these exams are a valuable component of regular prostate cancer screening. However, 

digital rectal exams alone have been shown to have a low sensitivity and be only 

moderately reproducible (9,10). Additionally, the test is only able to detect irregularities 

in the section of the prostate proximal to the rectum. When combined with PSA testing, 

the sensitivity and specificity of digital rectal exams improves (11).  

PSA is a glycoprotein generated by the luminal epithelial cells lining the prostatic 

ducts. It is produced by both malignant and benign glandular tissue, most of which is in 
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the peripheral zone. The PSA gene is regulated by Androgen receptors. Most PSA is 

excreted into the seminal fluid where it liquefies the fluid, allowing increased motility of 

the spermatozoa. The PSA, along with the seminal fluid, enters the excretory ducts and 

then the urethra. A very small amount, however, ends up in the blood. In normal 

prostate tissue, the ordered glandular architecture confines the PSA to the prostate. 

With prostate cancer, this architecture is disrupted and PSA levels in the serum are 

about 10 times higher per gram of tissue than in benign hyperplasia. However, there is 

also a great deal of variation in serum PSA levels. Biological sources of variation 

include PSA production levels and renal elimination. Additionally, analytic variation 

sources include assay choice and processing differences during PSA testing. A 

common cut-off limit for serum PSA to be considered high is 4.0 ng/mL, but there is no 

range of normal versus abnormal PSA levels. In fact, the Prostate Cancer Prevention 

Trial showed prostate cancer in 15.2% of 2950 men aged 62-91 with PSA less than 4 

and normal DRE (14.9 % of all cancers were GS 7+) (12). 

PSA production also increases due to prostate or perineal trauma, ejaculation, 

prostate infection, urine retention, prostate inflammation and benign prostatic 

hyperplasia (BPH). BPH, not cancer, is the most common cause of elevated PSA levels. 

Other PSA-based metrics including free PSA, PSA density, PSA slope and PSA 

doubling time have become more commonplace in an attempt to improve specificity. 

The benefit of prostate cancer screening is still widely debated. Multiple 

European countries and all Scandinavian countries have declined to institute prostate 

cancer screening guidelines due to a "lack of direct evidence" of its efficacy (13). The 

accuracy of PSA testing has been largely debunked in recent years. A 2012 European 
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Randomized Study of Screening for Prostate Cancer published in the New England 

Journal of Medicine found that PSA screening gave a relative reduction in the risk of 

death due to prostate cancer of 29% compared with no screening over an 11 year 

follow-up. However, the absolute reduction in mortality was exceedingly low. To prevent 

a single death from prostate cancer at 11 years of follow-up, 1055 men need to be 

encouraged to undergo screening and 37 cancers would need to be detected (14). This 

and similar studies led the U.S. Preventative Services Task Force Recommendation 

Statement, published in 2012, to recommend against PSA screening. The statement 

stated, “There is moderate certainty that the benefits of PSA-based screening for 

prostate cancer do not outweigh the harms.” The “harms” noted include a 10-12% false-

positive rate and 5% treatment complication rate out of all men screened (15). 

The low specificity of screening has led to a large over-detection rate, reported 

anywhere from 16 to 56% (16-18). This results in a large number of unnecessary 

biopsies, which are both painful and inconvenient for the patient and taxing on the 

healthcare system. 

 

1.2.2 Biopsy 

Patients for whom DRE or PSA screening detects any abnormality are referred 

for a prostate biopsy. Prostate biopsies are typically transrectal ultrasound (TRUS) 

guided. The procedure involves the insertion of a TRUS transducer into the rectum, 

which is used to locate the prostate and house the biopsy needles. Tissue cores are 

obtained by inserting needles through the rectum into the prostate in a systematic 
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Figure 1.4 Typical random needle placement for a 12-core perineal TRUS-guided 

biopsy. Arrows show needle placement in the sagittal plane (left) and axial plane 

(right).  

sampling scheme (figure 1.4). Ten to twelve cores are typically obtained with 1 to 2 

cores per sextant of the prostate (left apex, right apex, left mid-gland, right mid-gland, 

left base, right base) (19,20). Thus the procedure is image- guided in the sense that 

TRUS is used to locate the prostate, but the spatial distribution of tissue cores is 

predefined and the biopsy is not targeted.  

This results in three common errors. Firstly, the biopsy may miss a clinically 

significant cancer due to under sampling. It has been reported that clinically significant 

tumors are missed in up to 30% of initial TRUS-guided prostate biopsies (21). Secondly, 

incorrect risk stratification can result from under-sampling a clinically significant lesion; if 

the lesion is sampled only at its periphery and thus comprises only a small portion of the 

core, it will be considered low volume. A study in 2010 reported that 46% of prostate 

cancer patients who were considered active surveillance candidates based on initial 

biopsy actually did not meet the Epstein criteria based on final histopathology (22). 
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Lastly, clinically insignificant disease can be detected by chance due to over-sampling. 

If this occurs, a larger number of cores containing cancer will be collected and the 

patient may not qualify for active surveillance, even though his cancer is indolent. A 

study reported greater than 17% of cases showed detection of insignificant cancer on 

initial biopsy (23).   

Additionally, the range of biopsy needles is limited to the peripheral zone (PZ) in 

the posterior prostate. Since 80% of cancers occur in the PZ, this does not affect the 

detection of most cancers. It does, however, make the detection of cancers in the 

transition zone (TZ) especially difficult.  

These limitations of a typical TRUS-guided biopsy have repercussions for 

patients and for the healthcare system. Patients undergoing a prostate biopsy risk 

experiencing side effects including persistant hematopermia (50.4%), hematuria 

(22.6%), fever (3.5%), urine retention (0.4%), and hospitalization due to complications 

(0.5-1.4%) (24). The biopsy and associated overdetection can be psychologically 

traumatic as well. This is particularly alarming when it has been reported that 75% of 

men who undergo biopsies have negative results (25,26).  

Biopsies are also very expensive for the healthcare system. A budget impact 

analysis in 2012 calculated the total cost (sum of procedural cost and cost due to 

complications weighted by incidence) of a single biopsy to be $1946 (27). This 

contributes significantly to the greater than 15 billion dollar projected cost of prostate 

cancer care per year in the United States by the year 2020 (28). 
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Figure 1.5 TRUS image of the prostate with 

a Gleason 7, biopsy confirmed tumor (29).  

 

1.3 Prostate Imaging 

Imaging is a noninvasive means of acquiring information concerning the 

presence and extent of prostate cancer. Imaging modalities currently used for this 

purpose are TRUS, Computed Tomography (CT) and Magnetic Resonance Imaging 

(MRI). Of these, MRI has the benefit of not imparting doses of ionizing radiation to the 

patient while providing a higher sensitivity and specificity for prostate cancer diagnosis 

than the two other, cross-sectional 

imaging modalities.   

Before cross-sectional 

techniques were commonly used, 

intravenous urograms and micturing 

cystograms were used to image the 

prostate. In the 1960s TRUS became 

commonplace for biopsy guidance and 

then later to locate lesions (figure 1.5). 

The use of TRUS to image prostate cancer is limited, however, by low specificity due to 

the large number of isoechoic tumors in the PZ as well as the presence of hypoechoic 

benign nodules. TRUS is further unable to detect tumors in the TZ due to the 

heterogeneous appearance of BPH on ultrasound. Attenuation of the high frequency 

sonic waves used for TRUS further limits the ability to detect tumors in the anterior 

portion of the prostate.  
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Unlike TRUS, CT can be used to image a large field of view that encompasses 

the entire pelvis. Because of this, CT is used most prominently for radiotherapy 

treatment planning. CT is a 3D, tomographic imaging modality and therefore may 

provide better volumetric data and localization than TRUS and is easily able to image 

the entire prostate gland. Pixel intensity in a CT image is dependent upon the x-ray 

attenuation properties of the tissue and therefore provides a suitable map for planning 

geometries of radiation therapy beams or radioactive seed implants. CT may also be 

used to determine if cancer has spread outside of the prostatic capsule and/or to nearby 

lymph nodes. This is performed by identifying bulges along the border of the prostate 

and measuring lymph node diameter on the CT scan. The use of CT is limited, however, 

by its relatively high cost and its use of ionizing radiation. Beam hardening artifacts from 

the pelvis can make diagnosis difficult and CT suffers from too poor of diagnostic 

accuracy to be used for prostate cancer detection.  

 

 

Figure 1.6 CT image of the prostate. 

Note the homogenous appearance of 

the prostate.  
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The diagnostic accuracy of MRI for prostate cancer surpasses that of CT due to 

its excellent soft tissue contrast and wealth of biologic information not available using 

many other imaging modalities. A conventional MRI exam, referred to as 

multiparametric MRI (mp-MRI), typically includes Dynamic Contrast Enhanced (DCE) 

MRI, Diffusion-Weighted (DW) MRI and T2-weighted imaging (T2WI). These techniques 

are described in more detail in 1.4. Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopic Imaging (MRSI) 

may be included to measure concentrations of metabolites within the prostate. These 

include citrate and polyamines, which are found in normal glandular tissue and heavily 

reduced in prostate cancer. 

 

 

Figure 1.7 Multiparametric MRI of the prostate: T2-weighted image (top left), 

diffusion weighted image (top middle), ADC map calculated from DW-MRI (top right), 

T1 weighted image obtained pre-contrast injection for DCE- MRI (bottom left) and 

following contrast injection showing early enhancement of the prostate (bottom right). 

A cancerous region is apparent in the bottom [reader’s] right of the prostate. 
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Using DW-MRI in conjunction with T2WI as part of a mp-MRI approach has been 

shown to significantly increase both sensitivity and specificity for cancer detection (30). 

Despite these improvements, the specificity and sensitivity achieved are not high 

enough for routine use, and limitations in these imaging techniques still restrict the 

clinical utility of mp-MRI. Better methods for distinguishing aggressive from indolent 

cancers are needed. 

 

1.4 MRI  

1.4.1 Basic MRI Theory 

To produce MR images, magnetic fields and radiofrequency (RF) waves are 

applied to an object or patient and the magnetic response of the object or tissue is 

measured in the form of an induced current in surrounding coils. The signal generated 

depends on several factors including density of hydrogen nuclei and magnetic 

properties of the tissue. 

 The phenomenon behind MR Imaging is known as nuclear magnetic resonance 

(NMR). When placed in an external magnetic field (B0), unpaired spins will align either 

parallel or antiparallel to the magnetic field and precess about the axis of the B0 field. 

The parallel alignment represents a slightly lower energy state, so a small surplus of 

spins will assume this configuration. This surplus creates a net magnetization (Mz) 

parallel to the main magnetic field. The spins will precess about B0 at a rate known as 
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the Larmor frequency, ω, dependent on the strength of the magnetic field and the 

gyromagnetic ratio, γ, of the nucleus.   

𝜔0 = 𝛾 ⋅ 𝐵0. 

 If RF energy with frequency equal to the Larmor frequency is applied to the 

precessing spins, a time dependent magnetic field is produced about which the spins 

precess down into the transverse plane. The spins then decay back to the low energy 

states, parallel to the main magnetic field. The precession of spins in the transverse 

plane induces a current detected by coils placed around the object. As the spins return 

to the low energy configuration, their net magnetization in the transverse plane (Mxy) 

decreases and in the longitudinal orientation (Mz), increases. This behavior is described 

by the Bloch equations (below), and the rates at which these two phenomena occur are 

characterized by the T1 and T2 relaxation times.  

𝑑𝑀𝑥

𝑑𝑡
= 𝛾 ⋅ 𝑀𝑦 ⋅ 𝐵0 −

𝑀𝑥

𝑇2
 

𝑑𝑀𝑦

𝑑𝑡
= −𝛾 ⋅ 𝑀𝑥 ⋅ 𝐵0 −

𝑀𝑦

𝑇2
 

𝑑𝑀𝑧

𝑑𝑡
=

𝑀0 − 𝑀𝑧

𝑇1
 

 If additional magnetic gradient fields with strength linearly related to position are 

superimposed, B0, and thus the Larmor frequency, becomes a function of position. 

Applying a series of RF pulses with a range of frequencies then selectively excites 

subsets of spins with those Larmor frequencies. This allows for spatial encoding the 

signal detected in the coils surrounding the object. 
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This basic methodology can be applied to measure signal from any element in 

the body with net nuclear spin (Table 2). Conventional MRI measures hydrogen nuclei 

due to their natural abundance. Hydrogen nuclei consist of a single proton with a spin 

½. Most importantly, water molecules contain two hydrogen nuclei. Additional contrast 

agents may be administered intravenously to perturb the magnetic field and influence 

the T1 and T2 relaxation times of the hydrogen nuclei.  

 

 A diagram of MRI hardware components is shown in Figure 8. Multiple 

configurations of RF pulses, or pulse sequences, can be used to emphasize differences 

in proton density, T1 or T2 relaxation times between materials. This translates into 

different types and levels of contrast in resulting images allowing us to map even certain 

physiological properties in addition to anatomical information. 

Table 1.1 Nuclei in the human body which have a high 

enough abundance to detect with MRI. 

Nuclei  Unpaired  
Protons  

Unpaired  
Neutrons  

Spin   (MHz/T)  

1H 1  0  1/2  42.58  
19F  1  0  1/2  40.08  
31P 1  0  1/2  17.25  
23Na 1 2  3/2  11.27  
13C 0  1  1/2  10.71  
2H 1  1  1 6.54  
14N 1  1  1  3.08  
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1.4.2 T1-Weighted Imaging 

T1 relaxation, or spin-lattice relaxation, governs the return of the net 

magnetization vector to the longitudinal orientation. After the RF pulse tips the protons 

into the transverse plane, the protons release the absorbed RF energy into the 

surrounding lattice and return to the alignment parallel to the main magnetic field. This 

growth of the longitudinal component of the magnetization vector (Mz) following RF 

excitation to its maximum, equilibrium value (Meq) is given by 

𝑀𝑧(𝑡) = 𝑀𝑒𝑞 − (𝑀𝑒𝑞 − 𝑀𝑧(0)) 𝑒−
𝑡

𝑇1 

as derived from the Bloch equations. T1 is defined as the time it takes for the net 

longitudinal magnetization to reach 1-1/e (63%) of its equilibrium value following a 90° 

 

Figure 1.8 MRI Hardware: 1.5T Philips Achieva Scanner (Philips Healthcare, Best, 

Netherlands). 
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RF pulse (Mz(0)=0). T1 contrast can be achieved using a Gradient Echo Pulse 

Sequence (figure 9) or a Spin Echo Pulse Sequence. 

 

 Two parameters of a pulse sequence which may be altered to influence signal 

and image contrast are echo time (TE) and repetition time (TR). TE is the time between 

the initial, RF excitation pulse and when the signal echo is received. TR is the time 

between consecutive RF excitation pulses.  A T1 weighted image is acquired using a 

short TE to minimize the effects of T2 relaxation on the image contrast and a short TR 

relative to T1. Using a short TR ensures that magnetization is saturated and spins with 

a short T1 produce much more signal than spins with a long T1. By contrast, when TR 

is very long, detected signal is roughly proportional to equilibrium magnetization, which 

is similar for different tissue subtypes, and image contrast is poor. 

 

Figure 1.9 Gradient Echo pulse sequence diagram (left) and plot of T1 relaxation 

right); the net, longitudinal magnetization, MZ, returns to its initial value following the 

RF pulse which tips the magnetization vector into the transverse plane. Tissue with a 

longer T1 will have a lower, net, longitudinal magnetization at time=T1 producing T1-

weighted image contrast. 
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It is also possible to create an image of measured T1 times within each voxel. 

This quantitative T1 map may be used clinically. To measure the T1 times within each 

voxel, a series of images are acquired with multiple TRs and the image data is fit to 

equation 4.   

 

1.4.3 T2-Weighted Imaging 

 T2 relaxation, or spin-spin relaxation, is the loss of net magnetization in the 

transverse plane due to the dephasing of spins. When initially rotated into the 

transverse plane by an RF excitation pulse, all spins in the tissue have almost entirely 

the same phase. Immediately following the RF excitation, the spins begin to lose phase 

coherence as some precess slightly slower or slightly faster than others. This is caused 

by energy transfer between spins spurred by local magnetic field inhomogeneities from 

the precession of the spins themselves. The loss of phase coherence results in a decay 

of the net magnetization vector in the transverse plane (Mxy) given by 

𝑀𝑥𝑦(𝑡) = 𝑀𝑥𝑦(0) ⋅ 𝑒−
𝑡

𝑇2∗ 

as derived from the Bloch equations. T2* is defined as the time it takes for the net 

transverse magnetization (MR signal) to reach 1/e (37%) of its initial value following a 

90° RF pulse.  

 Phase coherence is also affected by small heterogeneities in the main magnetic 

field. Differences in susceptibility within the body introduce additional magnetism, which 

distorts the main magnetic field, causing the spins to dephase more quickly. The 
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combined effects of this dephasing due to magnetic field inhomogeneity (T2’), and pure 

T2 relaxation give the T2* time, 

1

𝑇2∗
=

1

𝑇2
+

1

𝑇2′
 

1

𝑇2′
= 𝛾 ⋅ Δ𝐵𝑖𝑛ℎ𝑜𝑚. 

where ΔBinhom. is the inhomogeneity in the magnetic field in a voxel. T2* imaging 

is useful, particularly for perfusion imaging, susceptibility weighted imaging, and 

functional MR imaging (31).  Its utility is limited, however, in the prostate where pure T2 

imaging is preferable.   

 

Unlike pure T2 relaxation, T2’ may be reversible (excepting loss of phase 

coherence due to diffusion as explained in 1.4.3). Whereas using a Gradient Echo 

sequence can only employ T2* contrast (by increasing TE), a Spin Echo sequence uses 

a refocusing pulse to obtain pure T2 contrast (figure 11). The refocusing pulse is 

 

Figure 1.10 T2* relaxation; the net magnetization, Mxy, in the transverse plane 

decreases exponentially with time due to random dephasing of the spins. 
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optimally a 180° RF pulse applied at half the TE. This pulse inverts the spins, which 

have dephased in the transverse plane so that they refocus at TE. This eliminates the 

T2* effects so that the subsequent dephasing is due solely to pure T2 decay.  

 

 A T2-weighted image is obtained by using a long TR to limit the influence of T1 

relaxation on the image contrast and a long TE to allow the spins adequate time to 

dephase and produce strong T2 contrast. A T2 map may be generated by performing a 

series of Spin Echo sequences with varying TE and fitting the resulting image data to 

equation 5. 

 

Figure 1.11 Effect of a refocusing pulse in a Spin Echo sequence. The 

magnetization vector, M, is initially parallel to the main magnetic field at time t=0. A 

90° RF excitation pulse tips the magnetization vector into the transverse plane. The 

spins begin to dephase producing a free induction decay due to T2*. A 180° 

refocusing pulse applied at t=TE/2 inverts the spins and they refocus at time t=TE. 

producing an echo due to pure T2 relaxation. 
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1.4.4 Diffusion Weighted Imaging 

Diffusion Weighted Imaging uses the rate of water diffusion within different tissue 

environments to create image contrast. Water molecules in an unbounded compartment 

will undergo random, Brownian motion driven by fluctuations of thermal energy. This 

results in a Gaussian distributed net displacement (figure 12). If the range of the 

molecular diffusion is uninhibited by barriers, the extent of the Gaussian displacement 

will grow indefinitely. The presence of macromolecules will restrict the diffusion of the 

water molecules by slowing their motion through interactions and physical collisions. 

In a magnetic field gradient, protons that diffuse along the gradient axis 

experience varying field strength. This affects the phases of the nuclear spins in the 

 

Figure 1.12 Example trajectory of a particle undergoing 2D Brownian motion for 1000 

steps (left) and probability density function of its net displacement, r (right). 
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transverse plane. When using a spin echo sequence, protons that are displaced due to 

diffusion will not be fully refocused by the 180° pulse; the total magnetic field they 

experience during the refocusing pulse will include position-dependent contributions 

from the gradient field. This lack of phase coherence decreases the observed signal, as 

observed by Hahn when he first proposed the Spin Echo sequence (32) and used it to 

measure diffusion rate.  

Stekjal and Tanner took advantage of this effect to propose an acquisition 

method that gives signal magnitude dependent on diffusivity. After proposing the 

addition of a static “diffusion gradient,” they introduced a more effective, pulsed gradient 

method, which is the basis of diffusion sequences used today (33,34). 

Current DWI sequences use Spin Echo sequences with strong, added diffusion 

gradients placed symmetrically about the 180° refocusing pulse (figure 13). The first 

diffusion gradient introduces a position-dependent phase offset in the protons. The 

second, identical diffusion gradient follows the 180° pulse and thus reverses the effect 

of the first diffusion gradient, provided the protons have not moved between the 

application of the gradient pulses. Protons with a net displacement along the gradient 

direction will experience a different field strength during the second gradient pulse. As a 

result, their frequency during the ‘rephasing’ portion of the spin echo will differ from their 

frequency during the ‘dephasing’ portion, and as a result magnetization will not be 

completely rephased by the refocusing pulse.  This results in reduced spin echo signal 

intensity. By changing the strength (G), duration (δ) or time between the diffusion 

gradient pulses (Δ), different diffusion distances can be sampled. For simplification, 

these terms describing the diffusion gradients are contained in a single variable called 
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the b value. The measured signal as a function of b value then describes the diffusivity 

of water in the imaged environment, described by the Apparent Diffusion Coefficient 

(ADC): 

𝑆(𝑏)

𝑆(0)
= exp[−𝑏 ⋅ 𝐴𝐷𝐶] ,         𝑏 =  −𝛾2𝐺2𝛿2 (𝛥 −

𝛿

3
) 

where S(b) is the measured signal at a particular b value. This monoexponential model 

assumes a homogenous medium with simple, unrestricted diffusion. 

 

Figure 1.13 Diffusion Weighted Imaging sequence. Diffusion sensitive gradients are 

placed symmetrically about the refocusing pulse. Stationary protons which have dephased 

will be refocused by the 180° pulse. Mobile protons will not be fully refocused and have 

lower signal. 
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 Diffusion imaging may be used to identify directionality of structural elements that 

inhibit diffusion anisotropically. This is particularly prominent in the brain where diffusion 

is directed along white matter tracts. For simplicity, diffusion is frequently treated as 

isotropic in body imaging. Gradients are applied along multiple axes and signal is 

averaged across acquisitions with different gradient orientations, giving equation 6. 

 Diffusion Weighted Imaging has become an important component of many body 

and brain imaging protocols. One drawback to this sequence is the requirement of large 

gradient amplitudes and rapid gradient switching. These induce eddy currents in 

metallic components of the scanner surrounding the magnet. The eddy currents in turn 

generate a magnetic field which adds to the gradient field creating distortions and image 

artifacts. Proper gradient shielding and adjustment of the gradient waveform to take into 

account expected eddy current contributions can diminish distortion to the waveform, 

but DWI remains more prone to these artifacts than other imaging sequences. 

1.4.5 NMR Properties of Prostate Tissue 

 The differences in T1 and T2, which give rise to contrast in T1- and T2- weighted 

images, result from differences in molecular environment of the water molecules. Bound 

water is that which is found in the vicinity of macromolecules such as proteins and 

lipids. Its motion is constrained by interactions, namely hydrogen bonding, with the 

nearby macromolecules. This makes the transfer of energy in T1 and T2 relaxation 

processes efficient. Free water is composed of solely water molecules without the 

presence of macromolecules. The motion of the water molecules is not restricted, and 

they exhibit fast, disordered movement. As a result, the transfer of energy between 
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spins, which are fleetingly in contact, is inefficient and free water has a very long T1 and 

T2. 

Following is a speculative description of histological properties of prostate tissues 

which likely give rise to appearance on MRI. These speculations are based on 

interpretations of current findings on prostate MRI and histology and not long-

established facts. There is still much to learn on the nature of prostate tissue as well as 

NMR properties of water in intra- and extracellular environments.  

 The ducts of the prostate contain luminal fluid, which is primarily free water. This 

glandular tissue, found mainly in the PZ, has a long T2 and appears bright on T2 

weighted images. The epithelium and stromal cell environment surrounding the ducts 

contain a larger portion of bound water in contact with the cell walls (extracellular and 

intracellular) and organelles (intracellular). Stromal tissue also dominates the TZ. While 

the luminal fluid dominates the signal in the PZ, the bound water in the stroma lowers 

the T2 of the TZ so that it appears darker on T2 weighted images. 

Tumor growing into the lumen of the ducts reduces the luminal volume of 

prostate tissue. This reduces the signal contribution of luminal fluid, so that prostate 

cancer has a short T2 and appears dark on T2 weighted images. Rapid proliferation and 

dense packing of cancer cells also reduce the volume of extracellular fluid contributing 

to the shortened T2. 

Similarly, luminal fluid has a high diffusivity and contributes heavily to the bright 

appearance of glandular prostate tissue on ADC maps. The dense cellular packing and 
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reduced luminal volume in tumor restrict the diffusion of water molecules. Thus, prostate 

cancer has a lower ADC and appears dark on ADC maps. 

The primary use of T1 weighted imaging in prostate MRI is DCE-MRI. This 

imaging method is based on intravenous injection of a Gadolinium-based contrast 

agent. The Gadolinium ion contains 7 unpaired electrons making it paramagnetic; 

hydrogen nuclei in close proximity to the contrast agent will have shortened T1s and 

appear exceptionally bright on T1 weighted images. The rate at which signal enhances 

following contrast media injection reflects both blood flow and capillary permeability.  

Rapid proliferation of tumor cells necessitates increased blood flow and creates 

neovasculature, which is permeable and leaky. This causes the contrast agent to be 

taken up rapidly by the tumor relative to normal prostate tissue. Likewise, the contrast 

agent washes out quickly from the tumor through the porous capillary beds. Tumors can 

then be found by identifying areas of hyperintensity on T1 weighted images following an 

injection of contrast agent and analyzing the relative rates at which the signal intensity 

changes to estimate blood flow (perfusion) and capillary permeability. 

 

1.5 Research Objectives and Scope of Dissertation 

 MRI is seeing increased interest from both patients and physicians for non-

invasively monitoring and detecting prostate cancer (35-36). The expanded use of MRI 

could help reduce overtreatment rates and cut costs associated with unnecessary 

biopsies and prostatectomies. For MRI to become a widely used tool, however, better 

image acquisition and analysis methods are needed that give higher specificity and 
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sensitivity for diagnosis. A fundamental challenge of using MRI for prostate cancer 

detection is that small signals from multifocal cancers may not be detectable against the 

larger, background signal from normal tissue within a voxel. As discussed in 1.1, 

prostate tissue is comprised of a series of fluid-filled ducts surrounded by epithelial cells 

and stroma. Each of these tissue compartments contains individual populations of water 

molecules with unique sets of NMR features that all contribute to measured signal. By 

selectively filtering out particular compartments and detecting the change in signal, it is 

possible to emphasize a small signal component from prostate cancer that is otherwise 

obscured by background.   

The aim of the research presented here is to investigate a hybrid, 

multidimensional imaging approach to prostate MRI, which looks at how standard 

measures (ADC, T1, T2) react to changes in sequence parameters (TE, TR, b). This 

enables a selective filtration of particular tissue components and subsequent emphasis 

of differences in tissue structure indicative of prostate cancer. These structural markers 

such as decreased luminal volume, increased cellularity, and nucleomegaly become 

more prominent with increased Gleason Score. Hybrid MRI may therefore be useful for 

noninvasively determining Gleason Score in the future. 

 Before quantitatively evaluating an imaging method or image-based parameter, it 

is necessary to establish the reproducibility of the method. The widespread use of 

diffusion-based imaging is a fairly recent occurrence. Although ADC is used clinically, its 

reproducibility has not been evaluated in prostate. In Chapter 2, I present such an 

assessment.  Diffusion-weighted images are acquired back-to-back while the patient 

remains on the table in order to evaluate the short-term reproducibility of DW-MRI. This 
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represents the variability inherent to the imaging method due to physiological variation 

in the tissue. This type of variability cannot be mitigated by changing scanner 

parameters, and is a limiting factor in the use of ADC. This work was published in 

Abdominal Imaging (37). 

 Chapter 3 presents a pilot study on a novel, hybrid multidimensional T2-DW MR 

imaging method for prostate cancer. In this study I evaluate the role of a hybrid T2-

diffusion weighted magnetic resonance (MR) imaging sequence for prostate cancer 

diagnosis and differentiation between aggressive and non-aggressive prostate cancer. 

This sequence gathers imaging data at a series of TEs and b values to measure the 

response of ADC and T2 to changing TE and b value, respectively. Populations of water 

molecules with distinct ADC-T2 pairings will respond differently to changing TE and b 

value. The hybrid T2-DW MRI sequence can therefore emphasize different 

compartments within prostate tissue and cancer which may otherwise be undetectable. 

This work is in press at the American Journal of Roentgenology (38). 

 Chapter 4 extends the hybrid imaging concept investigated in Chapter 3 to a 

combination of T1 and T2 imaging. A new hybrid T1-T2 imaging sequence collects 

images at a series of TEs and TRs. I detected changes in T1 with increasing TE and 

changes in T2 with increasing TR. Changes in T1 and T2 in response to these 

parameters suggest the presence of multiple compartments within the prostate tissue, 

some of which may be indicative of prostate cancer. 

 Chapter 5 discusses the significance of the research presented in this 

dissertation and potential further work in this direction. 
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CHAPTER 2 

SHORT-TERM REPRODUCIBILITY OF APPARENT DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT 

ESTIMATED FROM DIFFUSION-WEIGHTED MRI OF THE PROSTATE 

 

This chapter contains a reproducibility study of apparent diffusion coefficient in 

prostate using back-to-back DW- MRI scans. DW-MRI has become a staple of a 

standard, multiparametric MRI prostate exam. Despite its prominent clinical role, the 

reproducibility of ADC hasn’t been fully characterized (53-8). As interest in both 

qualitative and quantitative assessment of diffusion-based imaging techniques 

increases, it is necessary to establish the reproducibility. Short-term variability in ADC is 

evaluated here in both cancer and normal prostate. Longer-term variability, such as 

inter-scanner and inter-patient deviations, will require a further study to quantify but 

such a study is beyond the scope of this dissertation. 

 

2.1 Introduction 

Diffusion weighted MR imaging has emerged as an important component of the 

multi-parametric prostate MR examination paradigm over the last decade (39-44). DW-

MRI is a functional imaging method, providing information about changes in cellularity 

and vascularity which complements anatomical T2 imaging in prostate. Compared to 

other sequences such as DCE-MRI, DW-MRI requires no intravenous contrast injection, 

has the benefit of a short acquisition time, and does not require technically demanding 
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post-processing. The diagnostic efficacy of combining DW-MRI with T2 weighted 

imaging for prostate cancer detection has been proven in several studies. A meta-

analysis performed by de Rooji et al. evaluated the diagnostic accuracy of combining 

functional imaging (DWI and DCE-MRI) with T2 anatomical imaging (35). Seven studies 

evaluating 526 patients imaged between 2007 and 2011 were included. Results showed 

a pooled sensitivity of 0.74 (95% Confidence Interval: 0.66-0.81) and a specificity of 

0.88 (95% Confidence Interval: 0.82-0.92). For studies evaluating the PZ alone, 

sensitivity was 0.81 (95% Confidence Interval: 0.75-0.85) and specificity was 0.91 (95% 

Confidence Interval: 0.67-0.98). 

Another meta-analysis performed by Tan et al. evaluated the performance of 

DW-MRI combined with T2 weighted imaging (30). This analysis included 19 studies 

with 5892 lesions. Results showed that the sensitivity and specificity of T2-weighted 

imaging improved from 0.57-0.62 and 0.74-0.78, respectively, to 0.69-0.72 and 0.80-

0.85, respectively, when combined with DW-MR imaging. Even DW-MRI alone had a 

higher sensitivity and specificity (sensitivity: 0.67-0.72, specificity: 0.87-0.90) than T2 

weighted imaging alone.  

A study performed by Haider et al. evaluating the diagnostic accuracy of 

combined T2-weighted  MRI and DW-MRI for localization of prostate cancer concluded 

that combined T2 and DW-MRI was better than T2-weighted imaging alone for prostate 

cancer detection within the PZ (39). This study evaluated 49 patients using whole mount 

histology of prostatectomy specimen as the reference standard and Receiver Operating 

Curve (ROC) analysis to compare mp-MRI with T2 weighted imaging alone. Area under 

the ROC Curve (AUC) was significantly higher for the combined T2-weighted and DW-
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MRI than for T2-weighted images alone (AUC=0.89 vs. AUC=0.81, p=0.004). Sensitivity 

likewise increased with the addition of DW-MRI from 0.54 for T2 alone to 0.81 and 

specificity decreasing slightly (0.91 for T2 alone, 0.84 for combined T2, DW-MRI). 

In addition to these studies evaluating DW-MRI combined with T2WI, quantitative 

analysis of diffusion-based image parameters has gained traction in recent years. 

Apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) values obtained from DW-MR imaging have been 

shown to correlate with the Gleason scores of prostate cancer and D'Amico clinical risk 

scores (42, 44-7). A study performed by our group in 2011 compared parameters 

derived from DW-MRI and DCE-MRI with Gleason score and tumor angiogenesis based 

on whole mount prostatectomy specimen histology. Results showed that ADC 

correlated negatively with Gleason Score (r=-0.376, p=0.001). It was concluded that the 

moderate correlation between ADC and Gleason Score warrants further investigation on 

the potential of quantitative mp-MRI. A similar study published in 2015 by Hotker et al. 

found that ADC was significantly associated with all dichotomized Gleason Scores. In 

particular, tumor ADC gave an AUC of 0.693 for differentiating between Gleason 3+3 

and Gleason 3+4 or higher cancers. ADC was the only parameter which showed a 

statistically significant difference between these two groups.  

Recent studies have also shown that decreased baseline ADC values measured 

from prostate cancers of men who are active surveillance candidates are associated 

with tumor upgrade on repeat biopsy (48-9). These studies suggest that there may be a 

role for ADC to serve as a predictive biomarker in patients undergoing active 

surveillance. 
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Developing ADC as a quantitative imaging biomarker would allow better 

detection of prostate cancer by reducing inter-radiologist subjectivity. This subjectivity, 

i.e. differences in radiologists’ interpretations of qualitative data, is a limit of qualitative 

evaluation of DW-MRI. A quantitative imaging biomarker is an image based parameter 

which is standardized and correlates with a pattern or condition. Developing ADC as a 

quantitative imaging biomarker could allow better differentiation of aggressive prostate 

cancer from indolent disease, thus reducing overtreatment while minimizing 

underdiagnosis (50). 

A fundamental limitation of either qualitative or quantitative approaches to 

diagnostic characterization, however, is the lack of characterization of the reproducibility 

of the measurement. ADC values can be influenced by several imaging-dependent 

factors, such as gradient systems, coil systems, pulse sequence design, imaging 

parameters, and artifacts related to susceptibility effects or eddy currents (51). 

However, the variability of ADC values in normal prostate and prostate cancer has not 

been well established.  

In this study we evaluate the short-term reproducibility of DW-MR imaging of the 

prostate in terms of changes in ADC maps between two consecutive scans without 

repositioning of the same patient using the same scanner and identical imaging 

parameters. Such an evaluation allows us to quantify the minimum expected variation in 

ADC maps, providing an effective lower bound on the uncertainty in DW-MRI 

acquisition. Clinically, this uncertainty represents the most fundamental limitation of 

DW-MRI usage; this is the component of variability that cannot be reduced by 

standardizing the imaging protocol or equipment.  A second-phase study of long-term 
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reproducibility will be needed to account for variability from these sources as well as 

longer term biological variability, but is beyond the scope of this dissertation.  

 

2.2 Materials and Methods 

2.2.1 Study Subjects  

Fourteen patients with biopsy-proven prostate cancer treated at our institution 

between April 2011 and September 2011 (age range: 38-80 years, median: 58.7 years; 

Prostate-Specific Antigen (PSA) level range: 4.5–12.7 ng/mL, median: 9.97 ng/mL; and 

Gleason score range: 6–8, median: 6.5) were evaluated under an Institutional Review 

Board-approved protocol. Informed consent was obtained from each patient and the 

study was compliant with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act. All 

patients underwent a 12-core transrectal ultrasound (TRUS)-guided biopsy of the 

prostate (one medial and one lateral core in each sextant of the prostate: right base, left 

base, right middle, left middle, right apex, and left apex) and had at least one core that 

was positive for prostate cancer. Each patient underwent two identical DW-MR scans 

using spin-echo Echo-Planar Imaging (EPI) sequences (TR/TE 5000 ms/64 ms, b 

values of 0, 50, 150, 990 and 1500 sec/mm2, 3 mm slice thickness, 26 slices, 1.5 mm x 

1.5 mm in plane resolution, 128 x 128 matrix size, 180 x 180 mm2 field of view, EPI 

factor 65, number of averages 4, scan time per sequence 7 minutes 25 seconds). The 

patient remained on the table between the scans to ensure that no significant prostate 

motion or deformation was introduced. All imaging was performed on a 3T Philips 

Achieva MRI scanner (Philips Healthcare, Best, Netherlands) using an endorectal coil in 
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combination with an 8-channel cardiac coil positioned around the pelvis. 1 mg glucagon 

(Glucagon; Lilly, Indianapolis, IN) was injected intramuscularly before scanning to limit 

peristalsis of the rectum.  

2.2.2 Image Processing and Prostate Delineation 

Following image acquisition, ADC maps were generated by using custom-built 

software written in MATLAB (Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA), that estimated ADC values 

via least squares fit of the negative log of the ratio of signal intensities, -ln(Sb/S0), vs. b 

values.  

A radiologist (Ibrahim Karademir, with 3 years of experience in prostate MRI) 

manually delineated the prostate on both series of DW-MR images for all patients by 

using a custom-written graphical user interface in MATLAB. Segmentation was 

performed on the b=0 sec/mm2 image because these images had the highest signal 

intensity. A second radiologist (A.O. with 11 years of experience in prostate MRI) drew 

regions of interest (ROIs) of the cancerous lesions for 9 patients (Gleason Score 6-8, 

mean 7) based on the multi-parametric MRI results and 12 section TRUS guided biopsy 

results. Dark spots on the ADC map were outlined if there was a corresponding, 

hypointense, well-defined focus on T2 images and they were in a sextant with a positive 

biopsy core. The three-dimensional ROI volumes were delineated by using a Stentor 

PACS clinical software (Philips Healthcare, Best, Netherlands) on the b=0 sec/mm2 

images on the first DW-MRI sequence only.  
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2.2.3 Image Registration  

To estimate the true difference in ADCs between the two consecutive scans, any 

variability due to motion must be removed. Factors such as bowel gas and patient 

discomfort may cause the prostate to shift between the first and second DW-MR scans, 

thus causing bias in a voxel-based analysis. We performed deformable registration 

between the two DW-MR image sequences using the open-source software package 

Plastimatch (v. 1.5.12-beta). For each patient, the prostate outlines on the ADC maps 

derived from the first and second DW-MR scans were overlaid on the corresponding, 

two, b=0 sec/mm2 images. The surrounding tissue was masked out by setting image 

intensity to zero and the second image was registered to the first by using a Demons 

registration (52). The estimated deformation was then applied to warp the second-scan 

ADC maps onto the first-scan ADC maps. For each patient, an "ADC difference map" 

was then obtained by subtracting the two sets of ADC maps.  

2.2.4 Data Analysis 

The reproducibility of ADC values in the prostate was evaluated in terms of the 

ADC difference maps. The prostate volume was divided into sextants corresponding to 

the left base, right base, left medial, right medial, and left and right apex regions. The 

absolute (|ADCscan1-ADCscan2|) and relative percent differences (
|𝐴𝐷𝐶𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑛1−𝐴𝐷𝐶𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑛2|

𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(𝐴𝐷𝐶𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑛1,𝐴𝐷𝐶𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑛2)
) 

per voxel were then calculated across each of these regions as well as for the entire 

prostate. Additionally, the cancer ROIs were overlaid on the ADC difference maps and 

the per-voxel and per-ROI relative and absolute differences were calculated for the 
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cancer ROIs. Per-ROI differences refer to differences in mean values of ADC within an 

ROI.  

2.2.5 Statistical Analysis 

The differences between sextants were determined to be statistically significant 

or not using one way ANOVA. The significance level was chosen to be α<0.05. The 

mean difference in each sextant per patient was calculated and listed as an 

independent measurement and ANOVA was performed on all six measurements.  

 

2.3 Results 

2.3.1 Overall Absolute and Relative Percentage Variations 

The per-voxel absolute difference in ADC within the prostate ranged from 0 to 

1.60x10-3 mm2/sec (relative difference 0.00-200%, mean 10.52%). Table 1 shows the 

per-voxel ADC relative and absolute differences averaged across all patients within 

each sextant and over the entire prostate. 

2.3.2 Variations within Sextant  

The amount of variation in ADC did not change substantially with location in the 

prostate. The amount of variation was relatively uniform across the entire prostate with 

slightly higher variability seen in the apex. The largest difference was seen in the 

posterior apex (mean 11.55%). These results did not demonstrate a statistically 

significant difference in the level of variation between the different sextants. Variation in 

ADC within the apex, medial region, and base of the prostate is illustrated in figure 2.1 
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for a single patient. 

 

 
 
Table 2.1 Voxel-to-voxel relative and absolute ADC variations within each sextant 
and the entire prostate across all patients  

 

 Anterior Apex Anterior Medial Anterior Base Whole 
Prostate 

                                         Relative Percentage Variation 

Mean Difference 10.6% 10.0% 10.8% 10.5% 

Stan. Dev. of Difference 12.0% 12.9% 13.3% 12.0% 

Median Difference 7.07% 6.42% 6.76% 7.05% 

                                         Absolute Variation (10-3 mm2/sec) 

Mean  Difference 0.103 0.100 0.116 0.117 

Stan. Dev. of Difference 0.0980 0.104 0.154 0.125 

Median Difference 0.0751 0.0699 0.0728 0.0802 
 
 
 
 

 Posterior 
Apex 

Posterior 
Medial 

Posterior 
Base 

Whole 
Prostate 

                                         Relative Percentage Variation 

Mean Difference 11.6% 10.5% 10.3% 10.5% 

Stan. Dev. of Difference 12.5% 11.4% 10.6% 12.0% 

Median Difference 8.00% 7.23% 7.24% 7.05% 

                                         Absolute Variation (10-3 mm2/sec) 

Mean  Difference 0.138 0.126 0.117 0.117 

Stan. Dev. of Difference 0.135 0.129 0.113 0.125 

Median Difference 0.0974 0.0878 0.0836 0.0802 
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Figure 2.1 Axial ADC maps generated from back-to-back scans of a single patient 
(57 years, prostatic adenocarcinoma, Gleason score 8, PSA 10.37) through the 
center of the apex, medial section, and base of the prostate. Slices shown do not 
contain cancerous tissue. Absolute difference in ADC per voxel for corresponding 
slices are shown as well as relative percentage difference in ADC. High percentage 
variation shown outside of the prostate, particularly in the distal, left bladder may be 
attributable to motion effects and is not concerning as the ADC maps were registered 
using a warping template derived based on the masked prostate images, and do not 
take other tissues into account.  
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2.3.3 Variations within Cancer ROIs 

Per-voxel analysis of the voxels located in cancer ROIs showed a mean and 

standard deviation in relative ADC difference of 17.15% ± 16.51%, respectively, higher 

than that of the whole prostate. The mean ± standard deviation of absolute voxel-by-

voxel difference in cancer is 0.188 ± 0.213x10-3 mm2/sec, and in the whole prostate is 

0.117 ± 0.125x10-3 mm2/sec (table 2). 

Per-ROI analysis of the cancer ROIs showed the absolute ADC difference 

ranged from 0 to 0.463 x 10-3 mm2/sec, with a mean of 0.122x 10-3 mm2/sec (1.02% to 

37.7%, mean 10.6%). Figure 2.2 shows an example of variation within a cancer ROI 

and surrounding prostate tissue for a single patient. 

Table 2.2 Relative percentage and absolute difference in ADC for cancer ROIs and 
whole prostate derived using voxel-based approach, and relative percentage and 
absolute difference in mean ADC of cancer ROIs between the two scans. All medians 
are taken of the non-negative, magnitude differences. 

 Absolute (mm2/sec)  Relative Percentage  

 Range Median Range Median 

Per-voxel Variation 

Cancer ROI [1.07x10-6 , 8.41x10-4] 9.67x10-6 [0.00% , 67.37%] 11.2% 

Whole 
prostate 

[2.33x10-10 , 1.60x10-3] 8.02x10-5 [0.00% , 200%] 7.05% 

Per-ROI Variation 

Cancer ROI [-4.22 x 10-4 , 4.63 x 10-4] 3.63x10-5 [-32% , 37%] 4.18% 

Mean + S.D. ADC:       3.78  ± 4.79 x10-4  mm2/sec 
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Figure 2.2 (a-b) pair of axial ADC maps generated from back-to-back DW-MR images 

for a single patient (55 years, prostatic adenocarcinoma, PSA 12.7) with cancerous ROI 

outlined in blue, (c) absolute difference in ADC between scan a and scan b for area 

within light blue box, and (d) relative percentage difference in ADC between scan a and 

scan b for area within light blue box. High areas of variability are common outside of the 

prostate, particularly in the rectum, and relative variation is high outside of the prostate 

where the signal intensity is very low. Although the variability in ADC is low within the 

prostate there are foci of 25 to 30% visible, demonstrating how variability within DW-

MRI may affect not only quantitative imaging results, but also results of a qualitative, 

clinical assessment. 
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2.4 Discussion 

Our results suggest that the reproducibility of ADC measurements in prostate is 

reasonable. The posterior prostate consistently showed higher variability than the 

anterior portion which may be attributable to the influence of the rectum. However, we 

were not able to demonstrate statistical significance in the variations between sextants.  

Chenevert and Malyarenko have both performed studies evaluating the 

repeatability of ADC measurements made using ice water phantoms and found 

variability to be less than 5% (53-4). Chenevert evaluated 20 MRI scanners from 3 

vendors over 25 days with a phantom of distilled water in an ice water bath and found 

that reproducibility in ADC for a single system was within ±5%. Malyarenko performed a 

study in which a DW-MRI exam was performed on an ice water phantom at 35 

institutions on 3 different vendor systems, each exam consisting of 4 back-to-back DW-

MRI acquisitions. Intra-exam repeatability of ADC values, defined as 2 standard 

deviations in ADC expressed as a percentage of mean ADC, was found to be within 1% 

(i.e. 95% of measurements are expected to fall within 1% of the mean) for 70 ROIs 

drawn within the phantom. Comparing with the results of these phantom studies, we 

consider the reproducibility demonstrated in our study to be reasonable.  

Our results show lower variability in ADC than recent reports of reproducibility in 

the abdomen and liver (55-56), which show variability of 25-30%. Our study is unique in 

evaluating back-to-back prostate scans while the patient remains on the table, thus 

eliminating effects of scanner variability over time and inter-scanner and patient 

variability from repositioning the patient in the scanner. These sources of variation that 
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were not considered in this study have been evaluated recently in other studies. Litjens 

et al. performed a study on 51 patients with prostate cancer in the peripheral zone and 

another 10 patients with high PSA levels but negative TRUS-guided biopsy results to 

determine inter-patient variability of ADC in the peripheral zone and its effect on the 

prediction of prostate cancer aggressiveness, by comparing median ADCs within an 

ROI between repeat imaging scans (57). Results of this study indicate that ADC 

measurement variability in normal peripheral zone tissue attributable to coil and imaging 

sequence parameter choices was significantly lower (p=.0058) (mean 0.068 x 10-3 

mm2/sec ± 27 x 10-3) than inter-patient variability that they hypothesized attributable to 

tissue physiological variations (1.2-2.0 x 10-3 mm2/sec). Gibbs et al. evaluated the 

reproducibility of DW-MRI of the prostate in a study of 8 healthy volunteers undergoing 

two DW-MRI sessions timed approximately one month apart, with each volunteer 

scanned twice in the second session. ROIs were outlined in the prostate for comparison 

of ADCs. Results indicate that both short and medium-term repeatability (defined as 

2.77 times the within-subject standard deviation) were under 35% (58). 

Motion and deformation of the prostate inevitably have influence on a 

reproducibility study. We minimized such effects by performing deformable registration, 

however, it is impossible to completely remove motion-related variability. Glucagon was 

also injected immediately before the MR exam to limit peristalsis of the rectum but due 

to the nature of the study in which the patient remained on the table between scans and 

time between scans was minimized, it was not practical to re-administer glucagon 

between scans. Thus, it is possible that the true short term variability may be slightly 
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lower than that reported here. Note also that the time between our back-to-back image 

acquisitions was so small that motion between the consecutive scans was minimal.   

 Limitations of our study include a limited number of study patients. Also, our 

reference standard was TRUS guided biopsy results rather than histopathology. This 

may be important for our analysis of the cancer ROIs, but is likely not critical for our 

analysis of the reproducibility over the entire prostate. Lastly, in this study we evaluated 

only short-term reproducibility and did not evaluate contributions from scanner model, 

coil choice, and imaging parameters, etc. Future studies that take into account of the 

contributions from all of these sources will be necessary, particularly for using ADC as 

an imaging biomarker because reproducibility between institutions and scanners will be 

important.  

 

2.5 Conclusion 

ADC has strong potential to become a powerful quantitative imaging biomarker 

for prostate cancer but it is important to understand the reproducibility of DW-MR 

imaging for this potential to be realized. Our results show that minimum ADC variation 

within the prostate is reasonable, on the order of 10%, and lower than those reported for 

other abdominal organs. This study of an evaluation of short term reproducibility is a 

first step towards a more comprehensive assessment of the reproducibility of DW-MR 

imaging of prostate cancer. 
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CHAPTER 3 

PILOT STUDY OF THE USE OF HYBRID MULTIDIMENSIONAL T2-DW-MRI FOR 

DIAGNOSIS OF PROSTATE CANCER AND EVALUATION OF GLEASON SCORE 

 

In this chapter, I present a study demonstrating the use of a hybrid T2-Diffusion 

Weighted MRI sequence for evaluating the aggressiveness of prostate cancer. As 

discussed in Chapter 2, mp-MRI including DW-MRI has become a staple of prostate 

cancer imaging.  The use of prostate MRI is, however, still limited. One of the limitations 

is that the small signal from a dispersive prostate cancer may be eclipsed by a larger 

background signal within an imaged voxel. I present the analysis of a novel sequence 

which uses the interdependence of ADC and T2 to selectively filter background signal 

and potentially isolate signal within a voxel corresponding to a tumor environment. 

Hybrid T2-DW MRI measures the response of ADC and T2 to changing TE and b value, 

respectively. This approach shows promise for detecting prostate cancer and 

determining aggressiveness non-invasively. 

 

3.1 Introduction 

As discussed in Chapter 2, multi-parametric MRI (a combination of T2-weighted, 

diffusion weighted (DW-MR) and dynamic contrast enhanced MRI (DCE-MRI)) is 

commonly used for diagnosis, local staging and detection of prostate cancer (59-66). 

T2-weighted and DW-MR images are the backbone of this protocol (67-68) and their 
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combination improves diagnostic accuracy over T2 weighted imaging alone. While 

these results are encouraging, higher sensitivity and specificity are needed for routine 

clinical applications of MRI.   

In studies evaluating the efficacy of combining T2 weighted and DW-MR imaging, 

T2 and ADC have been measured independently and assumed independent within a 

voxel. Current clinical standards call for a T2 weighted imaging sequence to be 

performed by acquiring data at a series of TE values without the application of a 

diffusion gradient. Similarly, DW-MRI involves the acquisition of data at a series of b 

values with a constant, minimal TE throughout acquisition. By increasing the b value or 

the TE value, one is able to isolate the components within a voxel with restricted 

diffusion or long T2, respectively. In this conventional, multiparametric approach, one is 

able to isolate these components individually, but their interdependence is neglected. 

T2 is calculated without taking into account the dependence of T2 on b value. Similarly, 

ADC is calculated without accounting for the dependence of ADC on TE. ADC and T2 

are therefore implicitly assumed to be independent (67-69). Previous studies 

demonstrated that T2 and ADC are frequently interdependent, and distinct populations 

of water molecules in each voxel with specific paired T2 and ADC values can be 

identified (70-74). 

Neurological studies modeling ex vivo tissue samples of bovine optic nerves and 

in vivo acute cerebral infraction, and work presented by Does and Gore for studying 

ischemia in rat brains, have suggested that ADC and T2 values are often coupled in 

these environments; different populations of water protons within a voxel display 

specific combinations of ADC and T2 which may be used to identify these individual 
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distributions within a voxel which are often heterogeneously distributed on a 

microscopic level within a voxel. Does and Gore demonstrated that relative signal 

contributions of different compartments within rat brain tissue can be manipulated by 

changing TE and b value using what they termed “hybrid diffusion weighted imaging,” 

so that ADC and T2 are dependent on TE and b value. This suggests that measuring 

signal at multiple TE and b values for each voxel, yielding an array of imaging data at 

combinations of TE and b value, allows for isolation of different compartments based on 

differing signal contributions and thus evaluation of the microscopic heterogeneity of 

water proton populations on a sub-voxelar level. 

A pilot study demonstrated that hybrid imaging may improve the accuracy of MRI 

in diagnosing biopsy-proven Prostate cancer, by exploiting the interdependence of ADC 

and T2 (75). Hybrid imaging identifies sub-voxelar populations of water molecules within 

the prostate based on changes in the measured T2 and ADC in response to changes in 

‘b’ and TE respectively.  This approach has the potential to isolate a relatively small 

signal from cancerous foci within a voxel from a large background signal corresponding 

to normal glandular tissue.  

In the current study, we build upon previous work with an expanded patient data 

set and Gleason score information obtained from prostatectomy to evaluate cancer 

aggressiveness. Our purpose was to investigate the potential role of a novel, hybrid T2-

diffusion-weighted MR imaging sequence in diagnosis of prostate cancer and 

differentiation between aggressive and non-aggressive prostate cancer. 
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3.2 Materials and Methods 

3.2.1 Patients 

Twenty one consecutive patients referred to the Department of Radiology at our 

institution between June 2012 and May 2013 for a diagnostic MRI of the prostate were 

recruited for and consented to this study. The study was approved by our Institutional 

Review Board and was Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act-compliant. 

Inclusion criteria for the patient were: (a) patient received a positive transrectal 

ultrasound (TRUS)-guided biopsy positive for prostate cancer, (b) patient received a 

radical prostatectomy following the imaging exam with the prostatectomy specimen 

positive for prostate cancer, (c) patient was scanned with hybrid T2-diffusion weighted 

MR imaging at our institution following biopsy and preceding prostatectomy. From the 

21 patients recruited, 40 cancerous regions were identified (Gleason score range: 6-9, 

median: 7). MR imaging was performed on a Philips AchievaTX 3 Tesla scanner 

(Philips Healthcare, Best, Netherlands).  

3.2.2 MR Image Data Acquisition 

Each patient received a multiparametric MRI exam which consisted of: T2 

weighted turbo spin-echo (TSE) sequences, T1 weighted TSE sequence, T2 mapping, 

DCE-MRI sequence and hybrid T2-diffusion-weighted hybrid sequence. All images were 

acquired with free-breathing. The hybrid sequence consisted of a series of standard 

pelvic prostate DW-MRI protocol pulse sequences composed of a spin echo module 

with diffusion sensitizing gradients placed symmetrically about the 180 degree pulse 

followed by single shot echo-planar imaging (EPI) for signal detection. This pulse 
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sequence was used to acquire images 

with TEs of 47, 75 and 100 ms, and 

images at each TE were acquired with b 

values of 0 and 750 s/mm2, resulting in a 

3x2 array of data associated with each 

image voxel. Hybrid images were 

acquired in the axial plane oriented 

perpendicular to the rectal wall, as guided 

by sagittal images. Fat saturation was 

implemented by using spectrally adiabatic 

inversion recovery (SPAIR). Scan time 

was 7-9 minutes per sequence and in-

plane resolution was 2.5 mm x 2.5 mm. 

Hybrid sequence  parameters are listed in 

Table 1. An endorectal coil (Medrad, 

Bayer Healthcare, Warrendale, PA) and a 

6-channel, cardiac, phased-array coil 

placed around the pelvis were used to 

detect signal. A dose of 1 mg glucagon (Glucagon, Lilly, Indianapolis, IN) was injected 

intramuscularly immediately before the MRI scan to limit peristalsis of the rectum.  

3.2.3 Histology-MRI Correlation 

Following the MRI exam, histologically confirmed tumors were mapped onto the 

hybrid T2-DW images. Prostate cancer foci and regions of normal prostatic tissue were 

Table 3.1 Hybrid T2-diffusion weighted 
MRI sequence parameters 

Hybrid T2-DW MRI Protocol 

TE 47, 75, 100 ms 

b values 0, 750 sec/mm2 

TR 3000 ms 

Number of Slices 20-25 

Slice thickness 3 mm 

In-plane resolution 2.5 mm x 2.5 
mm 

Matrix size 128 x 128 

Field of view 180 x 180 mm2 

NEX 4 

SENSE Factor 2 

Received Bandwidth 3307.5 Hz 

Scan time per 
sequence 

7 – 9 min 
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identified and defined through a correlative review of each prostatectomy specimen and 

the corresponding MR images by a genitourinary pathologist (Tatjana Antic, 9 years of 

experience in genitourinary pathology) and a radiologist (Aytekin Oto, 10 years of 

experience in prostate MR imaging). Each prostatectomy specimen was sectioned 

serially into 4 mm thick slices from apex to base in transverse planes. Slices were 

halved or quartered and fixed in 10% buffered formalin. The blocks were embedded in 

paraffin and 4-5 µm microtome slices were extracted and stained with hematoxylin-

eosin.  

The pathologist first identified all distinct tumor foci with diameter larger than 

approximately 5 mm in all specimen block sections for each patient. The pathologist 

assigned Gleason score to each cancer focus. Then, the radiologist and pathologist, in 

consensus, identified the MRI slice (T2-weighted image or ADC map) that matched the 

level of the pathology slice where the cancer focus was detected. Once, this was 

achieved the radiologist then manually delineated regions-of-interest (ROIs) of cancer 

foci on MR images which corresponded with the location of the cancer on 

histopathology. If the tumor focus was not apparent on MR images, its location was 

determined from spatial relationship to identifiable anatomic landmarks such as the 

urethra, a BPH nodule with distinct characteristics or ejaculatory ducts. All tumors in 

both the peripheral zone and central gland that were identified on histology specimens 

were delineated on the MR images. Regions of prostate defined as normal tissue were 

also outlined unless no normal locations could be found in the prostate. A location was 

defined as normal by the pathologist if cancer or high-grade prostatic intraepithelial 

neoplasia, benign prostatic hyperplasia, prostatitis or other benign abnormalities were 
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not present. ROIs were delineated on either an ADC map or T2-weighted image based 

on which image set showed better correlation with the histologic findings.  

3.2.4 Transfer of ROIs 

The ROIs were transferred to the hybrid image set semi-automatically using 

custom software written in Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA). The software transferred 

the ROIs from the images on which they were delineated to the coordinate system of 

the hybrid scans based on the scanning geometry information. This procedure was 

based on the assumption that there was no patient motion between MR sequences. 

Following registration, the transferred ROIs were reviewed on the hybrid images by a 

radiologist (A.O.) for accuracy. If there was visually obvious misalignment, the ROI 

position was manually adjusted in three dimensions without changing the shape or size 

of the contour.  

3.2.5 Quantitative Image Analysis 

T2s and ADCs were estimated from the hybrid image set using least squares 

regression. ADC was calculated at each TE using both b values according to the 

formula: 

𝑆(𝑡) = 𝐴 exp (−𝑏 ∙ 𝐴𝐷𝐶(𝑇𝐸)) 

 T2 was calculated at each b value using all TE values according to the formula: 

𝑆(𝑡) = 𝐴 exp (
−𝑇𝐸

𝑇2(𝑏)
) 
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Both ROI and voxel based fits were performed. ROI based fits were performed by 

averaging the signal intensities across all voxels within an ROI and performing a single 

fit to these averaged values. These fits yield a 3 x 2 imaging data grid with ADC at 

TE=47, 75, and 100 ms and T2 at b=0 and 750 s/mm2. If signal intensity within a voxel 

increased with increasing b value or TE, data from that voxel were considered corrupted 

and excluded from the analysis. One or more voxels were excluded in 17 out of 59 

ROIs.   

The dependence of ADC and T2 on TE and b value, respectively, was evaluated 

by comparing ADC at different TEs and T2 at different b-values for normal and 

cancerous ROIs. Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) was employed to create a classifier 

to differentiate between Prostate cancer and normal tissue. The LDA was constructed 

from the three ADCs and the two T2s associated with each voxel.  As a result, the LDA 

included not only the baseline ADC and T2 but also the change in T2 and ADC when b-

value and TE are increased. ROI-based ADC and T2 fits were used and ADCs and T2s 

were normalized using min-max scaling to range from 0 to 1. The effectiveness of the 

classifier was evaluated by using the ‘leave one out’ cross validation and ROC analysis 

and compared to baseline ADC (TE=47 ms) alone. 

An additional parameter, referred to in the following as ‘PQ4’, was calculated to 

reflect the response of ADC to changing TE and the response of T2 to changing b-

value. This was defined as the percentage of voxels within a single ROI which display 

an increase in T2 when b value is increased from 0 to 750 s/mm2 and a decrease in 

ADC when TE is increased from 47 to 75 ms. This is the opposite of the observed 

change in T2 and ADC with changing b value and TE in normal prostate. These voxels 
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appear in Quadrant 4 of plots of ADC(TE=75 ms) – ADC(TE=47 ms) vs. T2(b=0 s/mm2 ) 

– T2(b=750 s/mm2) (figure 3.1), and thus the percentage of voxels with these 

characteristics is referred to as ‘PQ4’.  The voxel-based ADCs and T2s were used for 

calculation of PQ4. The value was compared for cancers vs. normal tissues as well as 

cancers of different Gleason scores. PQ4 was also compared to ROI-based ADC and 

T2 values at each TE and b value for all ROIs. 

3.2.6 Statistical Analysis 

The Mann Whitney U test was used to compare ADC or T2 values between 

cancer and normal ROIs at each TE and b value, respectively. This nonparametric test 

evaluates the null hypothesis of two samples coming from the same population against 

the hypothesis that there are two populations with one tending to have larger values. 

This test was unpaired. Student’s t test for paired data was used to compare T2 values 

measured at each b value between cancer and normal ROIs. This test was chosen 

since our data is unpaired and normally distributed with only two sample populations. 

The Friedman test, a non-parametric rank based test, was used to compare ADCs at 

different TE values between normal and cancer ROIs. This test is appropriate for 

comparing more than two sample populations and repeated measures. The area under 

the curve (AUC) was calculated for both the LDA classifier and the baseline ADC alone 

by using the proper binormal model (17). Student’s t test was used to compare PQ4 

between cancer and normal ROIs and Spearman’s rank order correlation coefficient 

was calculated between PQ4 and Gleason score. Spearman’s rank-order correlation  is 

a non-parametric test which evaluates the strength of association between, in our case, 

a nominal and an ordinal variable. All p-values were two sided and were calculated from 
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ROI-based fits for ADC and T2, with the exception of PQ4, which was from voxel-based 

calculations. A Bonferroni correction was applied for 16 multiple comparisons and 

effectively set the alpha level for statistical significance at α=0.0031. 

 

3.3 Results 

The dependence of T2 on b-value and ADC on TE is shown in Table 2 for all 

cancer and normal ROIs. ADC was significantly higher in normal ROIs than in cancer 

ROIs at all TEs  (p < 0.0001). T2 was significantly longer in normal ROIs than in cancer 

ROIs at both b values (p ≤ 0.0002). The mean ADC in cancer ROIs increases by only 

3% when TE is increased from 47 ms to 75 ms.  In contrast, the mean ADC in normal 

ROIs increases by 12% (figure 3.2). This results in a difference in mean ADC of cancer 

and normal ROIs at TE=75 ms of 0.70x10-3 mm2/s, or approximately 60%. This 

difference is highly significant with p<0.0001. Mean T2 in both normal and cancer ROIs 

decreases with increasing b value. The decrease in mean T2 is larger in normal ROIs 

(ΔT2=-52 ms) than in cancer ROIs (ΔT2=-17 ms).  
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Table 3.2 Mean and standard deviation of ADC and T2 as a function of TE and b-value 
across all patients.  

 Normal (n=19) Cancer (n=40) p value* 

ADC (10-3 mm2/s)    

TE=47 ms 1.61 ± 0.32 1.08 ± 0.28  <0.0001 

TE=75 ms 1.81 ± 0.34 1.11 ± 0.26 <0.0001 

TE=100 ms 1.85 ± 0.36 1.23 ± 0.33 <0.0001 

p value† <0.0001 <0.0001  

T2 (ms)    

b=0 mm2/s 146 ± 74 81 ± 54 <0.0001 

b=750 mm2/s 94 ± 41 64 ± 19 0.0002 

p value† <0.0001 <0.0001  

 

Note.—ADC and T2 values are from ROI-based fits.  

* P values compare cancer vs. normal ROIs (column) derived from Mann Whitney U test.  

† P values compare ADCs at different TEs and T2s at different b values (rows), derived 
from the Friedman rank sum test and paired t test, respectively.  
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The AUC for differentiating cancer from normal tissue of the LDA classifier was 

0.96 compared to 0.91 for the baseline ADC alone (figure 3.4). PQ4, the percentage of 

voxels in each ROI for which T2 increased with increasing b-value and ADC decreased 

with increasing TE differentiated cancer from normal tissue (figure 3.1).  The mean PQ4 

was 3 ± 6% for normal ROIs (n=19), and 19 ± 24% for cancer ROIs (n=40). This 

difference was statistically significant with p=0.0004.  

PQ4 also showed a significant correlation with Gleason score (figure 3.5). The 

mean value of PQ4 was 9.5% for Gleason 6 cancers, 22.6% for Gleason 7 cancers, and 

30.0% for Gleason 8-9 cancers. This trend is statistically significant with a Spearman 

coefficient of ρ=0.508 indicating a significant linear trend, with p<0.0001.  
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Figure 3.1 Response of ADC and T2 in voxels across all patients and 
ROIs to increasing TE and b-value. Each marker represents a single 
voxel. Almost all of the normal voxels are in Quadrant 2 (upper left). 
Quadrant 4 (lower right) contains an increased number of voxels as 
Gleason score increases. 
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Figure 3.2 ADC (10-3 mm2/s) of cancer (red) and normal (green) 
ROIs at TE=75 ms vs. ADC at TE=47 ms. Each point refers to one 
ROI. Histograms on the x and y axes show collapsed data along 
respective axes. Overlapping regions of the histograms are shown in 
brown. The difference in the distributions of ADC demonstrate the 
improved performance of ADC at TE=75ms over ADC at TE=47ms in 
our data set. 
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Figure 3.3 ADC map acquired with TE=47 ms (top left) and ADC map 

acquired with TE=75 ms (top middle)  for a patient with Gleason 6 

adenocarcinoma (black/white arrow). A subtraction image of the two 

(ADC(TE=75 ms) – ADC(TE=47ms)) was generated to demonstrate the 

effect of TE on ADC of a Prostate cancer focus compared to normal 

prostate (top right).. T2 maps generated with b=0 s/mm2 (left) and b=750 

s/mm2 (middle) are shown on bottom. A subtraction image of the two T2 

maps (T2(b=0 s/mm2) – T2(b=750 s/mm2)) was generated (bottom right). 

Window and level was adjusted independently for each image. 
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Figure 3.4 ROC curve for LDA-derived data classifier (left) vs. baseline ADC alone 

(right) in differentiating between normal and cancerous ROIs. The baseline ADC was 

acquired with a TE of 47ms, representing the clinical standard. The LDA-derived 

classifier includes information relating to not only this ADC(TE=47 ms) but also 

ADC(TE=75 ms), ADC(TE-100 ms), T2(b=0 s/mm2) and T2(b=750 s/mm2). The 

AUCs were 0.96 and 0.91, respectively. 
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 Figure 3.5 Boxplot showing PQ4, the parameter describing the 

percentage of voxels within Quadrant IV (lower right) of Figure 1, as a 

function of Gleason score. This quadrant corresponds to an increased 

T2 with increased b-value and decreased ADC with increased TE. Red 

lines represent the median value of the parameter, boxes extend to the 

25th and 75th quartiles and crosses represent outliers. The trend had a 

Spearman coefficient of ρ=0.508 indicating a significant linear trend, with 

p=2.5x10-5, with p<0.0001. 
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3.4 Discussion 

Our results show that the mean ADC in normal prostate increases more than the 

mean ADC in cancer when TE is increased from 47 ms to 75 ms. The mean T2 of 

normal prostate decreases more than the mean T2 of cancer with increasing b value. 

These findings suggest that ADC at TE=75 ms may be diagnostically more useful than 

ADC at TE=47 ms, the current clinical standard (figure 3.3) and that interdependence of 

T2 and ADC can be used to improve diagnosis of Prostate cancer. 

We hypothesize that the changes in ADC and T2 with increasing TE and b value, 

respectively, are related to the microanatomy of the tissue. Normal prostate tissue has a 

prominent glandular structure with a large volume of glandular lumen. The free fluid in 

the lumen has a long T2 and high ADC (76). The glandular lumen is surrounded by 

glandular epithelium and stromal tissue. Water in the epithelium and stromal 

environment has a relatively short T2 and a lower ADC compared to lumen. As TE is 

increased, the contributions to ADC from the epithelium and stroma should be reduced, 

resulting in an increased ADC approaching that of the isolated lumen. Conversely, as b 

value is increased, signal from tissue with a high ADC, i.e., lumen, should be 

diminished. The measured T2 thus would approach the lower T2 of stroma.  A  large 

increase in ADC with increasing TE, and a large decrease in T2 with increase in b value 

suggests a large fractional luminal volume, and therefore decreased probability of 

cancer (77). We hypothesize that hybrid imaging could provide quantitative estimates of 

luminal fraction by measuring these changes relative to estimated ADC and T2 of 

luminal fluid and stroma.  
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Prostate cancer is marked by a decreased percentage of glandular lumens and a 

dense cellular structure with a short T2 and low ADC relative to lumen. This is more 

prominent with aggressive cancers; as Gleason score increases, the luminal volume 

decreases (78). Without a large luminal volume, the signal contributions should not 

change when b is increased and T2 remains approximately constant. 

In addition, our results suggest that a small but significant component of cancers 

is characterized by increasing T2 with increasing b value, and decreasing ADC with 

increasing TE. This suggests the presence of an environment in cancers with restricted 

diffusion (low ADC) and a long T2.  This signal determines the value of the ‘PQ4’ 

parameter introduced here.  A high PQ4 may reflect the intracellular water signal from 

the cytoplasm or nuclei of cancer cells (79-80) where diffusion of water is restricted, and 

perhaps a larger fraction of mitotic cells in cancers associated with increased T2 (81-4).  

Virtually all of the pixels in quadrant 4 of figure 3.1 are from cancers (hence a high 

‘PQ4’), while almost all voxels from normal prostate appear in quadrant 2 (low ‘PQ4’).  A 

high value of PQ4 suggests a lower percentage of water in a luminal environment, and 

a higher percentage of water in a restricted environment with long T2.  Therefore, ‘PQ4’ 

shows promise in differentiating between normal and cancerous tissue with different 

glandular structures by encapsulating the dependence of T2 and ADC on b and TE, and 

changes in underlying histology consistent with cancer.  Conventional approaches that 

measure T2 and ADC independently cannot detect these effects.  PQ4 is fundamentally 

different from T2 and ADC and therefore may provide independent diagnostic 

information that increases diagnostic accuracy when used in combination with ADC and 

T2.   
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The LDA classifier improved Prostate cancer detection relative to ADC at TE=47 

ms alone, although we were unable to demonstrate statistical significance of the 

increased AUC. We hypothesize that limitations in sample size and lack of an 

independent testing database limit the statistical power. Nevertheless, this result 

suggests that the additional information included in the hybrid data matrix due to 

sampling at multiple combinations of TE and b values can increase diagnostic accuracy.  

The heterogeneous nature of Prostate cancer can make it difficult to detect when 

cancer foci are distributed amongst normal glands, even when quantitative methods are 

used. Langer et al. evaluated T2 and ADC in sparse and dense Prostate cancer PZ 

tumors which they defined as containing greater than or less than 50% primarily normal 

PZ tissue, respectively. They reported no significant difference between ADC or T2 of 

sparse prostate tumors and normal PZ tissue concluding that MRI may be limited for 

Prostate cancer detection and tumor volume assessment in sparse cancers (85). Our 

hybrid imaging technique may be able to better assess such tumors when used in 

conjunction with ADC and T2 alone by isolating the cancerous component from the 

normal glands based on the response of ADC and T2 to changing TE and b value. This 

is particularly important in low grade tumors where physicians and patients must decide 

on treatment or active surveillance, and for localization for focal therapies or targeted 

biopsy. 

The small sample size (n=21) of the patient cohort is a limitation of this study. In 

particular, only a small number of high grade (Gleason 8, 9) cancers (n=4) satisfied 

inclusion criteria. A future study with a significantly increased number of patients and 

high grade cancers is necessary to more accurately assess the correlation of PQ4 and 
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other hybrid parameters with Gleason score, and evaluate the morphology of high grade 

cancers in hybrid images. Due to limitations on the time available for data acquisition, 

higher b values were not investigated in this study. Development of accelerated hybrid 

methods in the future will allow sampling of more combinations of b and TE values with 

a realistic acquisition time.   The study of patients who later received a radical 

prostatectomy introduces a patient selection bias into the study. Histological analysis of 

prostatectomy specimens is the gold standard for Gleason score assignment and 

cancer localization so this bias is unavoidable. The method of correlating cancers on 

T2W images or ADC maps with histology may introduce bias in the evaluation of 

parameters derived from ADC and T2 (e.g. PQ4). However, our primary goal was not to 

accurately measure sensitivity and specificity of hybrid parameters but rather to 

evaluate the characteristics of new hybrid parameters in regions that are identified as 

cancer on histology. The diagnostic performance of hybrid imaging in a blinded setting 

is beyond the scope of this pilot study. Lastly, the study was confined to a single center 

with all imaging performed at our institution. 

 

3.5 Conclusion 

In conclusion, hybrid T2-diffusion-weighted MR imaging shows promise for 

improved diagnosis of prostate cancer and for determining its aggressiveness. Hybrid 

imaging produces maps of the changes in ADC and T2 with changing TE and b values. 

These changes in each voxel are likely determined by the histological structure of the 

tissue. In prostate, this is heavily influenced by luminal volume, an important marker for 
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cancer aggressiveness. In addition, hybrid MRI identifies a population of water 

molecules with restricted diffusion and long T2 that is associated with cancer.  
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CHAPTER 4 

EXTENSION OF HYBRID IMAGING METHODOLOGY TO T1-T2 IMAGING 

 

In Chapter 3, I described a hybrid T2-DW imaging method for prostate cancer 

diagnosis and determination of aggressiveness. The results of that study suggest the 

presence of a compartment in prostate cancer which has a long T2 and restricted 

diffusion. In this chapter, I extend the hybrid methodology to T1-T2 imaging. This pilot 

study is a proof–of-concept for hybrid T1-T2 imaging on a limited patient data set. I 

present here image features of normal prostate tissue, pathologically proven cancers, 

Benign Prostatic Hyperplasia (BPH), and other prostatic abnormalities based on hybrid 

T1-T2 images which may be useful in the future for distinguishing prostate cancers. A 

full analysis of the diagnostic capabilities of a hybrid T1-T2 approach and its efficacy 

compared to a hybrid T2-DW approach is beyond the scope of this dissertation. 

 

4.1 Introduction 

 Multiparametric MRI (mp-MRI) has become a powerful tool in non-invasive 

imaging of prostate cancer. As discussed in Chapter 2, T2-weighted imaging and DW-

MRI make up the core of a standard mp-MRI exam (86). T1-weighted imaging has been 

primarily limited to use with an intravenous contrast agent for Dynamic Contrast 

Enhanced MRI (DCE-MRI) (86-7).  
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Recent reports of Gadolinium retention in bone and brain tissue following as low 

as a single DCE-MRI exam have raised concerns over the use of gadolinium-based 

contrast agents (88-91). Although the concentrations detected are very low, gadolinium 

in its unchelated form is toxic and these reports warrant further study. A recent 

publication further found that retention was not limited to group 1 agents, which are 

considered of higher risk of the gadolinium breaking away from the chelate and are not 

as commonly used; retention in both bone and brain was present in patients who had 

been administered solely a group 2 agent, which have been generally considered safer 

(92-3).  

Patients with low kidney function are also at risk of developing Nephrogenic 

Systemic Fibrosis (NSF) from the injection of gadolinium based contrast agent (94-6). 

These patients may not be able to tolerate a standard DCE-MRI exam. Finally, 

parameters extracted from DCE-MRI have been reported to overlap between BPH and 

cancers due to increased microvessel density in BPH (97-8). These concerns have 

prompted increased interest in non-contrast agent imaging methods.    

One way to exploit differences in T1 relaxivity in prostate MRI without the need 

for contrast agent injection is to detect the dependence of measured T1 on TE. This 

methodology hinges on the work presented in Chapter 3. Our results from that study 

suggest the existence of multiple compartments of water molecules within the prostate 

tissue including a compartment with long T2 in a restricted diffusion environment which 

is present in prostate cancer. These compartments all contribute to detected signal 

within a voxel. Using a hybrid approach to manipulate these signal contributions may 

allow us to better identify cancer foci and Gleason Score.  
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Similarly to the inherent interdependence of T2 and ADC utilized in hybrid T2-DW 

MRI, T1 and T2 relaxation occur simultaneously and differences in these relaxation 

times between different environments affect each other’s measurements. 

 A typical T1-weighted scan minimizes T2 relaxation by setting the TE to be very 

short. The protons then have minimal time to dephase before readout. A typical T2-

weighted scan uses a long TR to allow recovery of the longitudinal magnetization and 

minimize dependence on T1. The signal measured using a spin echo sequence and 

ignoring contributions from diffusion, which was discussed in Chapter 3, is given by, 

𝑆 = 𝑆0𝑒−
𝑇𝐸
𝑇2(1 − 𝑒

𝑇𝑅
𝑇1) 

where S0 is a constant, representative of the signal prior to any dephasing or relaxation. 

Setting a short TE will minimize the first exponential term so that the T2 effect on 

measured signal can be assumed negligible, giving 

𝑆 = 𝑆0(1 − 𝑒
𝑇𝑅
𝑇1) 

Similarly, setting the TR to be short will minimize the second exponential term so 

that the T1 relaxation effects are diminished, resulting in, 

𝑆 = 𝑆0𝑒−
𝑇𝐸
𝑇2 

In this study, we present a hybrid T1-T2 MRI approach in which we image at 

multiple TEs and multiple TRs and detect the response of T1- and T2- based 

parameters to changing TE and TR, respectively. Based on the results of the study 

presented in Chapter 3, we hypothesize that distinct populations of water molecules 

with characteristic T1-T2 pairings will respond differently to changing TE and TR. Some 
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of these compartments may be emphasized in cancer. The purpose of this study is to 

assess the feasibility of an investigation into hybrid T1-T2 imaging for prostate cancer 

diagnosis. We are not attempting to assess the diagnostic accuracy or benefit of hybrid 

T1-T2 imaging at this point.  

 

4.2 Materials and Methods 

4.2.1 Patients 

Fourteen patients receiving a clinical, diagnostic prostate MRI through the 

Department of Radiology at our institution between January and August 2015 were 

included in this study. This study was Health Insurance Portability and Accountability 

Act compliant. All patients either had, or were scheduled for, a transrectal ultrasound-

guided biopsy. 3 out of 14 patients received a radical prostatectomy following the MRI 

exam. Each patient recruited for this study received a standard mp-MRI, clinical exam 

consisting of: T2 weighted turbo spin-echo (TSE) sequences, T1 weighted TSE 

sequence, T2 mapping, DCE-MRI sequence and a hybrid T1-T2 sequence. All images 

were acquired with free breathing on a Philips AchievaTX 3 Tesla scanner (Philips 

Healthcare, Best, Netherlands) using a combination of an endorectal coil (Medrad, 

Bayer Healthcare, Warrendale, PA) and a 6-channel, cardiac, phased array coil placed 

around the pelvis. Each patient received an intramuscular, 1 mg dose of Glucagon 

(Glucagon, Lily, Indianapolis, IN) immediately preceding the MRI exam to prevent 

peristalsis of the rectum.  
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4.2.2 Hybrid MRI Sequence 

 The T1-T2 hybrid sequence consisted of four, standard, TSE sequences with a 

combination of 2 TEs and 2 TRs: TE/TR= 80 ms/2,800 ms, 80 ms/10,000 ms, 220 

ms/2,800 ms and 220/10,000 ms. The turbo factor was lowered to eight so that 

differences in TE across k space were minimal. The T1-T2 sequence is described in 

Table 1. Images were acquired in the axial plane with the FOV oriented perpendicular to 

the rectal wall. Fat saturation was not used. The hybrid imaging took place before the 

injection of Gadolinium and any dynamic imaging. 

4.2.3 ROI Delineation 

 Following the MRI exam, Regions of Interest (ROIs) were identified and defined 

by a radiologist (Serkan Guneyli, 10 years of experience in prostate MR imaging) based 

on biopsy or prostatectomy specimen histology. Patient characteristics are listed in table 

2. The radiologist first read all relevant biopsy or prostatectomy pathology reports as 

well as the radiology report. If cancer was reported 

in the histopathology and apparent on MRI, it was 

outlined on the clinical ADC map or T2-weighted 

image using the PACS interface (iSite, version 

3.6.150, Philips Healthcare). If biopsy reports were 

normal for a particular sextant and there were no 

abnormalities visible on the MRI, a normal ROI 

was drawn. If a region looked very suspicious on 

MRI and was reported as suspicious on the 

Table 4.1 T1-T2 hybrid scan 

parameters 

TE 80 ms, 220 ms 

TR 2.8 s, 10 s 

In plane 
resolution 

0.313 mm x 
0.313 mm 

Matrix size 448 x 448 

Slice thickness 3 mm 

Number of 
Slices 

20 

Turbo factor 8 

NEX 2 

Scan time 13 minutes 
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radiology report but biopsy cores came back negative for cancer, it was outlined on MRI 

and labeled as suspected cancer. Lastly, Benign Prostatic Hyperplasia (BPH) was 

outlined in the Transition Zone (TZ) if pathologically proven. From the 14 patients, 11 

confirmed cancer ROIs, 5 BPH nodules, 23 normal ROIs and 9 suspected cancer ROIs 

were defined. In addition, 2 cases of extensive Prostatic Intraepithelial Neoplasia (PIN) 

were identified and delineated. 

 After ROIs were delineated on the PACS interface, they were transferred to the 

hybrid image set semi-automatically using 3D Slicer (7). This was performed assuming 

no motion or deformation between scans. Scans with ROIs overlaid were visually 

inspected for accuracy. No obvious misalignment was visually apparent.  

 Data was filtered to exclude corrupt voxels, which were not included in the 

analysis. The voxels were considered corrupt if either of the TE=80 ms data points’ 

signal intensity were less than a threshold value. The threshold was chosen to 

correspond with a necessary SNR of at least 6.7, or NSR of 15%. This implies that the 

minimum, meaningful change in signal intensity which we would be able to measure is 

15%. Noise was determined using the standard deviation of an ROI drawn in the filled 

Table 4.2 Patient Characteristics 

Patients n=14 Cancer rois n=11 

Patients with pathology-proven cancer n=8 Normal rois n=23 

Patients with only suspected but not pathology-
proven cancer 

n=3 Suspected cancer 
rois 

n=9 

Patients with pathology-proven and suspected 
but not proven cancer 

n=2 BPH rois n=5 

Patients without cancer n=3 Other abnormalities 
rois 

n=2 

  Total rois N=50 
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bladder. The ROI size was predefined and chosen to be comparable to the average 

prostate ROI. The ROI was placed by the user and propagated to the two surrounding 

slices. This geometry was chosen to minimize structural variability and sensitivity to coil 

proximity. This was repeated four times for each patient with different ROI placement. 

The minimum standard deviation within the ROI was then assigned as the threshold for 

each patient, and each image. This was performed using custom software written in 

Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA). 

4.2.4 Data Analysis 

The hybrid imaging sequence results in a 2x2 imaging array. This sampling is too 

sparse for confident T1 and T2 calculations. Instead, we computed ratios of signal at 

different parameter combinations. The ratios, and calculated differences in ratios, are 

defined as: 

𝑅𝑇𝑅(𝑇𝐸 = 80𝑚𝑠) =
𝑆(𝑇𝐸 = 80 𝑚𝑠, 𝑇𝑅 = 2.8 𝑠)

𝑆(𝑇𝐸 = 80 𝑚𝑠, 𝑇𝑅 = 10 𝑠)
,      𝑅𝑇𝑅 ∈ [0,1] 

𝑅𝑇𝑅(𝑇𝐸 = 220𝑚𝑠) =
𝑆(𝑇𝐸 = 220 𝑚𝑠, 𝑇𝑅 = 2.8 𝑠)

𝑆(𝑇𝐸 = 220 𝑚𝑠, 𝑇𝑅 = 10 𝑠)
,      𝑅𝑇𝑅 ∈ [0,1] 

𝑅𝑇𝐸(𝑇𝑅 = 2.8𝑠) =
𝑆(𝑇𝐸 = 220 𝑚𝑠, 𝑇𝑅 = 2.8 𝑠)

𝑆(𝑇𝐸 = 80 𝑚𝑠, 𝑇𝑅 = 2.8 𝑠)
,      𝑅𝑇𝐸 ∈ [0,1] 

𝑅𝑇𝐸(𝑇𝑅 = 10𝑠) =
𝑆(𝑇𝐸 = 220 𝑚𝑠, 𝑇𝑅 = 10 𝑠)

𝑆(𝑇𝐸 = 80 𝑚𝑠, 𝑇𝑅 = 10 𝑠)
,      𝑅𝑇𝐸 ∈ [0,1] 

Δ𝑅𝑇𝑅 = 𝑅𝑇𝑅(𝑇𝐸 = 220 𝑚𝑠) − 𝑅𝑇𝑅(𝑇𝐸 = 80 𝑚𝑠),      Δ𝑅𝑇𝑅 ∈ [−1,1] 

Δ𝑅𝑇𝐸 = 𝑅𝑇𝐸(𝑇𝑅 = 10 𝑠) − 𝑅𝑇𝐸(𝑇𝑅 = 2.8 𝑠),      Δ𝑅𝑇𝐸 ∈ [−1,1] 
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where S is the signal within a given voxel. All ratio calculations were done on a voxel-

by-voxel basis.  

 To quantify the presence of patterns in ΔRTR corresponding to changes in T1 

with increasing TE, we analyzed the percentage of voxels displaying these patterns. We 

are interested in voxels which have a substantial change in RTR. Based on the 

reasoning presented in 4.2.3 regarding data filtration, we chose that change (negative 

or positive) to be 0.15. For each ROI we calculated the percentage of total voxels within 

the ROI which showed a greater than 0.15 increase in RTR with increasing TE. 

 A paired Students t test was used to compare RTR(TE=80ms) and 

RTE(TE=220ms) for both normal PZ and pathologically-proven cancerous ROIs. An 

unpaired Student’s t test was used to compare ΔRTR and ΔRTE between normal PZ 

and pathologically-proven cancerous ROIs. The percentage of voxels with ΔRTR>0.15 

within an ROI was compared between normal PZ and pathologically proven cancers 

using an unpaired Students t test. 

 

4.3 Results 

 Patient images of cancerous and normal ROIs are shown in figure 4.1 and figure 

4.2. The mean and standard deviation of change in RTR with increasing TE were -0.03 

±0.29 for pathology-proven prostate cancer and -0.07 ± 0.19 for normal PZ tissue 

(p<0.05). The mean and standard deviation of change in RTE with increasing TR was -

0.01 ± 0.15 for prostate cancer and 0.05 ± 0.06 for normal PZ ROIs (p<0.05). The 

percentage of total voxels within an ROI which had an increase in RTR of greater than 
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0.15 was 27% ± 9.6% for pathologically-proven cancers and 8.4% ± 15% for normal PZ 

tissue (p<0.05) (figure 4.3). For no pathologically-proven cancer ROIs or suspected 

cancer ROIs was this value 0%. In contrast, 9 out of 23 normal PZ ROIs had 0 voxels 

with ΔRTR>0.15. 

 

 

Figure 4.1. T1- and T2-weighted images (top) of a biopsy-proven cancer focus and 

corresponding ratio maps (bottom). The entire ROI, and only the ROI, is shown. 

Table 4.3 Voxel based values across all patients, mean +/- standard deviation;  

RTE, RTR Є [0,1], ΔRTR, ΔRTE Є [-1,1] 

 
RTE (TR=2.8) RTE (TR=10) RTR (TE=80) RTR (TE=220) ΔRTE ΔRTR 

Cancer 0.2 ± 0.14 0.19 ± 0.15 0.81 ± 0.14 0.78 ± 0.26 -0.01 ± 0.15 -0.03 ± 0.29 

Normal 0.49 ± 0.14 0.54 ± 0.17 0.84 ± 0.12 0.77 ± 0.17 0.05 ± 0.16 -0.07 ± 0.19 

Suspected 0.19 ± 0.14 0.19 ± 0.15 0.79 ± 0.14 0.75 ± 0.29 0.00 ± 0.16 -0.04 ± 0.31 

BPH 0.29 ± 0.16 0.31 ± 0.17 0.8 ± 0.13 0.74 ± 0.25 0.02 ± 0.14 -0.06 ± 0.27 

Other 0.31 ± 0.16 0.3 ± 0.09 0.69 ± 0.18 0.67 ± 0.2 -0.01 ± 0.18 -0.02 ± 0.23 
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Figure 4.2 T1- and T2-weighted images (top) of a biopsy-proven cancer focus and 

corresponding ratio maps (bottom). The entire ROI, and only the ROI, is shown. 

 

Figure 4.3 Boxplot showing the percentage of total voxels within an ROI with a 

greater than 0.15 increase in RTR with increasing TE (ΔRTR>0.15) for normal PZ 

ROIs (n=23) and pathologically-proven cancers (n=11).  
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4.4 Discussion 

Our results show that on average RTR and RTE do not change very much in 

response to changing TE and TR. RTR shows a greater range of changes, however, in 

pathologically-proven cancer than in normal PZ tissue. This suggests that cancer foci 

have a heterogeneous response to changing TE. In particular, we see a large 

component of cancers compared to normal PZ tissue with a greater than 0.15 increase 

in RTR (decrease in T1) when we increase TE. This is consistent with a large luminal 

volume in normal PZ tissue.   

Normal PZ tissue contains a large volume of luminal fluid in the ducts. This will 

have a long T1 and T2. Increasing TE should, therefore, not give a large change in T1. 

Increasing TR should not change T2 much. The long T1, long T2 coupling of the luminal 

fluid likely dominates the signal at short TE and short TR. As TE and TR are increased, 

this pattern remains dominant. Cancer tissue has a lower number and volume of lumen. 

Contributions from the stromal and epithelial tumor environment give a lower measured 

signal at short TE and TR. At higher TE, signal contributions from short T2, short T1 

components in the epithelium and stroma are likely reduced. An increase in RTR, and 

thus decrease in T1, suggests the presence of a compartment with longer T2 and 

shorter T1 than these components.  

The multiple compartments of prostate tissue with different T1s and T2s are 

known to exist and the effect of this multiplicity on MRI-based parameters has been 

studied by multiple groups.  Langer et al. correlated MR parameters to histological 

features for 24 prostate patients with pathologically proven Gleason 6 and 7 prostate 
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cancers (99). They looked at DWI, DCE-MRI, T2-weighted images and T2 maps with all 

imaging performed at 1.5T with an endorectal coil and a cardiac phased array coil. They 

correlated image-based parameters with histology-derived parameters, i.e., the 

percentage volume of different tissue components. They measured ADC, T2, Ktrans and 

extravascular, extracellular space, ve. They calculated the percentage of nuclei, 

cytoplasm, stroma and luminal space using image segmentation from whole mount 

pathology. 

 This study found that ADC and T2 were negatively correlated to percentage area 

of nuclei and of cytoplasm and positively correlated with luminal space. This is 

consistent with our results. Neither parameter was significantly related to percentage 

area of stroma. On the other hand, Ktrans decreased significantly as percentage area of 

lumen increased. Ktrans also showed a negative correlation with percentage area of 

stroma. Percentage area of nuclei and of stroma were significantly correlated with ve.  

 Additionally, looking at the histological properties of the prostate cancers and 

normal PZ tissue, cancers had significantly higher percentages of nuclei and cytoplasm 

(23.7% vs. 14.5% and 22.5% vs 16.7%, respectively) and lower percentage of luminal 

space than normal prostate (13.5% vs. 29.6%). This is consistent with our results 

showing a large percentage of cancerous voxels with an increase in RTR with 

increasing TE. Langer also notes that increased nuclear size and cellular density may 

also be indicative of benign conditions including PIN. This may be reflected in our high 

measured RTE and low measured RTR values in PIN. As presented in Chapter 3, 

results of our previous study suggested the presence of a long T2, restricted diffusion 

environment in prostate cancer which we theorize could be caused intracellular water. It 
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is possible that this environment relates to enlarged nuclei and has a low T1 (and thus 

RTR). 

T1 and T2 may also be affected by cell cycle in prostate cancer. Rapidly growing 

cancers will contain more cells undergoing mitosis than normal PZ tissue. The 

intracellular environment and prevalence by volume of this environment will change 

during stages of the cell cycle. Callahan et al. looked at the T1 and T2 relaxation times 

of cells as a function of cell cycle (83). Experiments were performed at 7T (300 MHz). 

He found that T1 was invariant with regard to cell cycle, and T2 depended on cell cycle 

phase. Following the administration of Epidermal Growth Factor (EGF), T1 stayed at 

2.2-2.5 seconds and T2 varied between 0.065 and 0.15 seconds. He concluded that T1 

appeared to be insensitive to changes in physiology that affected T2. T1 is very 

sensitive to changes in hydration; however, water content has been measured to be 

stable throughout the cell cycle. T2 of intracellular water is, on the other hand, affected 

by processes such as chemical exchange of protons macromolecules and hydration 

water, and molecular diffusion of water through internal field gradients as well as 

exchange diffusion of water between bulk and hydration water regions. 

De Certaines et al. published a study in which T1 and T2 times were measured 

over 48 hours in regenerating rat liver following partial hepactomy (84). The results 

showed that T1 was relatively constant but T2 showed a 30% change in regenerating 

liver compared to control. They also found that T1, but not T2, showed fluctuations 

following circadian patterns. This was reported previously to be a dramatic change (60% 

T1 increase) in tumor cells. It is further noted that changes in T1 and T2 in tumor cannot 

be explained solely by water content. The biological factors leading to changes could be 
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cell division and differentiation loss. Beall et al. showed in synchronized HeLa cells that 

T1 is maximized during mitosis and is minimal during the S phase (81). It was 

hypothesized that T1 is increased by spermine chromatin condensing.  

Another approach to sensitizing T1 or T2 estimates to multiple compartments 

within prostate tissue is to perform a multiexponential T1 or T2 analysis, corresponding 

to a two compartment model with a fast T1 or T2 compartment and a slow T1 or T2 

compartment. Storas et al. published a study on bi-exponential fitting of prostate T2 

imaging (100). They found that the bi-exponential short T2 was 64 msec (range 43 to 92 

msec) and the long T2 was 490 msec (range 161 to 1319 msec). The fitted signal 

fraction, f, of the long T2 component was 27% (range 3% to 80%). Multi-exponential 

diffusion behavior has also been observed in BPH by Kershaw et al. (98) and by Kjaer 

et al (101). Limitations of this approach to evaluating tissue in terms of multiple 

compartments is that multiple compartments may exist which have similar T2s but 

different T1s. A multi-exponential T2 would not be able to detect these where a hybrid 

approach may be able to. We believe that this makes a hybrid approach possibly more 

sensitive to histopathological differences between normal PZ tissue and prostate 

cancer.   

Changes in epithelial, stromal and luminal volume and structure have been 

shown to correlate with Gleason score (102). Our hybrid T1-T2 imaging method may 

increase sensitivity to the relative volumes of these compartments. Gleason scores are 

available for the patients imaged in this study but we considered an analysis of hybrid 

imaging-based parameters for different Gleason scores beyond the scope of this study. 

This was for two reasons: sample size and reference standard. We defined ROIs based 
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on histology reports primarily of biopsy cores (unless prostatectomy specimen histology 

reports were available). Gleason scores assigned based on biopsy results may be 

unreliable (see 1.2.2). The gold standard for Gleason score assignment and ROI 

delineation on imaging is correlation of imaging with prostatectomy specimen histology. 

A future analysis of hybrid T1-T2 imaging-based parameters and correlation with 

Gleason score would benefit from a collaborative ROI delineation process with a 

pathologist and radiologist. Not only would this allow for an accurate assessment of 

hybrid T1-T2 image-based parameters with Gleason score, but it is also probable that 

variation in hybrid-based parameters amongst cancerous ROIs in our study is partially 

due to the multiple Gleason patterns included. 

It should be emphasized that our study is limited in its number of patients and 

pathologically confirmed cancers. We present here a demonstration of features 

obtained from a novel imaging approach. We are not trying to evaluate the diagnostic 

ability of such an approach. That is beyond the scope of this study and would require a 

much greater number of patients. We are only presenting our experience regarding the 

feasibility of investigating an approach such as this. It may be of curiosity to the reader 

that we have presented an investigation of T1-T2 hybrid imaging, thinking this to be 

redundant of results of our previous hybrid T2-DW MR analysis. However, we note that 

hybrid T1-T2 imaging could identify compartments which have similar T2 and ADC 

pairings, but different T1s and therefore would be indistinguishable using hybrid T2-DW 

imaging. Additionally, DW-MRI can be especially prone to motion and artifacts caused 

by eddy currents (see 1.4.4). It is possible that using T1 and T2 rather than T2 and DW-

MRI in a hybrid acquisition could be advantageous for artifact reduction. 
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Future evaluation of the proposed T1-T2 hybrid imaging method would benefit 

from an increased TE and TR sampling. Limited scan time necessitated sampling at 

only two TEs and two TRs for this initial investigation. Sampling additional TEs and TRs 

would allow for proper calculation of T1s and T2s. It is also possible that utilizing a 

shorter TR could better emphasize differences in T1 at different TEs.  

An interesting extension of this work would be to use hybrid T1-T2 MRI in 

conjunction with contrast agent injection. Incorporating hybrid T1-T2 MRI into DCE-MRI 

could give information regarding the uptake of gadolinium into different tumor 

compartments. Quantitative DCE-MRI analysis is currently based on a two-

compartment model, but ex-vivo, high resolution imaging suggests that gadolinium 

migrates into the prostatic ducts (103). Hybrid T1-T2 imaging could utilize differences in 

T2 of different environments to emphasize gadolinium concentrations present in those 

different environments. Theoretically, this could increase sensitivity and perhaps allow 

for a lower dose of contrast agent. 

In conclusion, a hybrid T1-T2 imaging method may provide additional information 

which complements traditional mp-MRI regarding tumor structure. Hybrid MRI has the 

potential to identify multiple compartments of water molecules within prostate, some of 

which may be indicative of prostate cancer. We have previously demonstrated this 

concept using T2 and DW-MRI. We extend the hybrid methodology here to T1 and T2 

imaging to emphasize different compartments with distinct combinations of T1 and T2. 

Our results suggest that further investigation into the diagnostic ability of a T1-T2 hybrid 

imaging approach is warranted. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION 

 

I have presented here an evaluation of a multidimensional, hybrid MR imaging 

concept in prostate cancer. This imaging method samples a series of scan parameters 

(TE, TR, b value) and detects differences in T1, T2 and ADC to identify or emphasize 

subvoxelar populations of water molecules with specific parings of T2 and ADC or T1 

and T2. The presence of specific compartments of water molecules may be indicative of 

prostate cancer. In prostate cancer, the most pronounced structural feature is reduced 

glandular luminal volume and restricted intercellular diffusion due to a dense cellular 

structure. These differences become more pronounced with increasing Gleason Score. 

Hybrid MRI is sensitive to these and other changes in tissue structure, making it a 

potential method for future noninvasive determination of prostate cancer 

aggressiveness. 

In Chapter 2, I established the short-term reproducibility of ADC in normal 

prostate tissue and prostate cancer. I evaluated back-to-back DW-MRI scans taken 

while the patient remained on the table with only automatic tuning and matching 

performed in between. I found that ADC variation within the prostate is reasonable, on 

the order of 10%, and lower than those reported for other abdominal organs. I did not 

find variation in ADC to vary significantly with location within the prostate, which is 

important for the potential use of DW-MRI for localization of biopsy needle placement or 

focal therapy guidance.  
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This study evaluated short-term reproducibility representing the minimum 

variation in ADC inherent to the imaging procedure. This is likely due to variability of 

physiological processes in the tissue and cannot be mitigated by changing scan 

parameters or setup. Now that the minimum possible variability of ADC in prostate has 

been established a comprehensive study of additional sources of variability, such as 

intra-patient and intra-scanner variability, is necessary to fully determine the potential of 

ADC as a quantitative imaging biomarker.  

In Chapter 3, I presented a study on a novel, hybrid, multidimensional T2-DW 

MR Imaging sequence for prostate cancer. This sequence utilizes the interdependence 

of ADC and T2 to isolate populations of water molecules within a voxel based on how 

they respond to both an increasing b value and an increasing TE. In prostatic tissue, 

these populations correspond to free water in the fluid-filled glandular lumen and bound 

water in the stromal and epithelial cellular matrix. My results suggested the presence of 

a compartment of water molecules within prostate cancer with a long T2 in a restricted 

diffusion environment. Such a compartment has been theorized but never demonstrated 

before in vivo. The prevalence of this compartment was seen to increase with Gleason 

Score. 

The main limitation of this study was sample size. As a pilot study, only 21 

patients were enrolled due to limitations on scanner availability and the time consuming 

nature of the correlative pathology-radiology review of each case. This small sample 

size did not provide sufficient statistical power to evaluate the diagnostic performance of 

hybrid T2-DW MRI compared to standard clinical parameters such as ADC alone. As 

noted, however, the goal of this study was not to perform a full analysis of the diagnostic 
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capabilities of the sequence. A future study with a large patient enrollment will be 

necessary. Additionally, the b values used for this study were found to be suboptimal. 

Despite collecting data at b values of 0, 750 and 1500 s/mm2, only the b values of 0 and 

750 s/mm2 were used in the analysis. This is due to an interesting result of this 

particular b value spacing combined with the least squares regression algorithm in 

which only two b values contribute to the estimated ADC (see appendix). Future studies 

will benefit from a different b value sampling scheme. 

In Chapter 4, I extended the hybrid methodology to T1-weighted and T2-

weighted imaging. Using hybrid T2-DW imaging, I was able to identify a compartment 

within prostate cancer with long T2 and low ADC. With hybrid T1-T2 imaging, it is 

possible to identify additional compartments that may have unique T1-T2 pairings but 

not T2-ADC pairings. I found that when TR and TE were increased, the mean difference 

in T2 and T1 related parameters was close to zero. However, tumors tended to respond 

more heterogeneously than normal prostatic tissue. This study is a proof-of-concept 

which seeks to determine the characteristics of hybrid T1-T2 images in prostate cancer 

and normal prostate tissue. In the future, it may be of interest to use hybrid T1-T2 

imaging in conjunction with contrast injection to incorporate time-dependent perfusion 

information. 

Sample size was again a limitation in this study. This evaluation was intended to 

demonstrate the potential of a T1-T2 hybrid MRI imaging sequence, not evaluate the 

diagnostic ability of hybrid T1-T2 imaging. Biopsy was the reference standard for this 

study, which limited the number of proven cancers and restricted ROI delineation to 

lesions that were visible on MRI. 
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In conclusion, my work presented here suggests that using hybrid imaging to 

identify differences in tissue structure could lead to better differentiation between normal 

tissue, aggressive prostate cancer and benign tumors or conditions. Hybrid imaging 

provides structural information undetectable using conventional mp-MRI. It may 

therefore provide independent, diagnostic information that compliments ADC, T1 or T2 

values and increase diagnostic accuracy when used in combination with conventional 

mp-MRI.  

Additionally, differences in geometric acquisition parameters between sequences 

in mp-MRI make registration difficult. Long acquisition times for DW-MRI often 

necessitate decreasing spatial resolution and field of view relative to that of T2-weighted 

imaging. This may cause differences in slice positioning. Artifacts, such as those 

caused by eddy currents from large DW-MRI diffusion gradients, and motion between 

sequences further complicate registration. This limits the clinical utility of mp-MRI when 

attempting to identify voxels that display multiple characteristics of prostate cancer on 

different MRI sequences. This is particularly problematic for quantitative analysis, where 

misregistration may lead to spurious parameter estimates. Furthermore, mp-MRI is 

being increasingly used for focal therapy planning where accurate registration is 

necessary to deliver targeted treatment with sufficiently small margins. Using hybrid 

imaging would obviate the need for significant registration and eliminate distortion 

between scans. 

The hybrid MRI methodology investigated here could be adapted to cancers 

outside of the prostate and to benign prostatic conditions affecting nearly all men during 
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their lifetime. These conditions can severely affect quality of life but suffer from 

insufficient diagnostic methods. 

To fully evaluate the potential diagnostic ability and accuracy of a hybrid MR 

imaging method, a study in which quantitative imaging parameters are correlated with 

quantitative histopathology would be extremely valuable. In the future, a hybrid MRI 

sequence incorporating T1-, T2- and diffusion weighting could yield even more 

information regarding tissue structure. Hybrid MRI may provide image-based 

biomarkers that correspond to structural markers of prostate cancer on the cellular level. 

If so, hybrid MRI has the potential to noninvasively assess aggressiveness of prostate 

cancer, which would help reduce over-diagnosis and over-treatment as well as reduce 

biopsy rates. 
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APPENDIX A 

IMPLICATIONS OF A SPECIAL CASE OF B-VALUE CHOICE 

 

 

Diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) has become an integral part of a standard 

multiparametric MRI prostate exam. Apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) maps, derived 

from Diffusion weighted images, are not only evaluated qualitatively, but there is also 

increasing interest in quantitative evaluation of ADC. It has been established that choice 

of b value significantly affects ADC calculation (104). Ideally, several b values will be 

used to acquire diffusion weighted images. This may not be practical in certain 

situations, however, where time is limited and the DWI scan must be performed quickly. 

The use of two b values in conjunction with a b=0 s/mm2 image is a common choice. It 

may be intuitive to choose these b values to be equally spaced for the most accurate 

estimate of ADC. In fact, the use of a least squares estimation algorithm in combination 

with this particular sampling scheme results in the omission of image data in the ADC 

calculation.  

Let’s say we use 2 b values where the second b value is 2 times the first b value. 

If we write the signal equation in matrix form denoting the first b value as “b” then we 

have 

𝑦 = 𝐴𝑥 

𝑦 = (

log (𝑆0)
log (𝑆𝑏)
log (𝑆2𝑏)

) , 𝐴 = (
1 0
1 𝑏
1 2𝑏

) , 𝑥 = (
𝑦 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡

−𝐴𝐷𝐶
) 
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The least squares estimate of x is given by 

�̂� = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛(‖𝐴𝑥 − 𝑦‖2
2)  

The well-known solution to this problem is given by 

�̂� = (𝐴𝑇𝐴)−1𝐴𝑇𝑦 

Performing the algebra, we can see that Sb has no influence on ADC:  

(𝐴𝑇𝐴)−1 = [(
1 1 1
0 𝑏 2𝑏

) (
1 0
1 𝑏
1 2𝑏

)]

−1

 

(𝐴𝑇𝐴)−1 = (
3 3𝑏

3𝑏 5𝑏2)
−1

 

(𝐴𝑇𝐴)−1 =
1

6𝑏2
( 5𝑏2 −3𝑏

−3𝑏 3
) 

�̂� =
1

6𝑏2
( 5𝑏2 −3𝑏

−3𝑏 3
) (

1 1 1
0 𝑏 2𝑏

) (

log (𝑆0)
log (𝑆𝑏)
log (𝑆2𝑏)

) 

�̂� =
1

6𝑏2
( 5𝑏2 2𝑏2 −𝑏2

−3𝑏 0 3𝑏
) (

log (𝑆0)

log (𝑆𝑏)
log (𝑆2𝑏)

) 

�̂� =
1

6𝑏2
(

5𝑏2 ⋅ log(𝑆0) + 2𝑏2 ⋅ log(𝑆𝑏) − 𝑏2 ⋅ log (𝑆2𝑏)

−3𝑏 ⋅ log(𝑆0) + 3𝑏 ⋅ log (𝑆2𝑏)
) 

𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡 =
5

6
log(𝑆0) +

1

3
log(𝑆𝑏) −

1

6
log (𝑆2𝑏) 

𝑨𝑫𝑪 =
𝟏

𝟐𝒃
(𝐥𝐨𝐠(𝑺𝟎) − 𝐥𝐨𝐠 (𝑺𝟐𝒃)) 

 

 The effect of this b-value sampling scheme on ADC of prostate cancer and 

normal prostatic tissue was assessed using the data set described in Chapter 3. 

Apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) was calculated at both TEs and three subsets of b 
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values : 0 and 750 s/mm2 (ADC0,750), 0 and 1500 s/mm2 (ADC0,1500) and 750 and 1500 

s/mm2 (D750,1500). In the final case, the b=0 data is omitted which gives the pure diffusion 

coefficient, D, as opposed to ADC which includes perfusion effects. The six diffusion 

coefficients were compared between cancer and normal ROIs using the two-sided, 

Mann Whitney U test and ADC0,750, ADC0,1500 and D750,1500 were compared at each TE 

for normal and cancer ROIs using the Friedman test. A Bonferroni correction for 10 

multiple comparisons was applied, setting the effective significance level at α=0.005. 

All three methods of diffusion coefficient calculation yielded ADC significantly 

higher in normal ROIs than in cancer ROIs at both TEs. The difference in mean ADC 

between cancer and normal ROIs across all patients was greatest for ADC0,750 with 

TE=75 ms (normal mean ± standard deviation 1.82 ± 0.4 mm2/s, cancer 1.09 ± 0.4 

mm2/s). Tumor morphology and size did appear different on diffusion coefficient maps 

depending on b values used. ADC0,750, ADC0,1500 and D750,1500 were significantly 

different from each other in normal and cancer ROIs at both TEs. Patient images are 

included at the end of this appendix. 

 
Table A.1 Mean and standard deviation of as a function of TE and b-value across all 
patients. ADC/D calculations were all performed on a voxel-by-voxel basis. Results are 
reported in 10-3mm2/s.  

 ADC0,750 ADC0,1500 D750,1500 

 TE=47 ms 

Normal 1.65 ± 0.3 1.32 ± 0.3 1.00 ± 0.2 

Cancer 1.02 ± 0.3 0.83 ± 0.2 0.64 ± 0.2 

 TE=75 ms 

Normal 1.82 ± 0.4 1.47 ± 0.3 1.12 ± 0.3 

Cancer 1.09 ± 0.4 0.89 ± 0.3 0.68 ± 0.2 
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Figure A.1 ADC0,1500 vs ADC0,750 (left)and D750,1500 vs ADC0,750 (right)at TE= 47 ms. Red 
dots are cancer voxels and green dots are normal voxels. 
 

 
Figure A.2 ADC0,1500 vs ADC0,750 (left) and D750,1500 vs ADC0,750 (right) at TE= 75 ms. 
Red dots are cancer voxels and green dots are normal voxels. 
 

The choice of b value significantly affects ADC calculation, which may be 

problematic for the development of ADC as an image-based biomarker. The analysis 

presented in this appendix shows that cancer and normal ADCs are significantly 

different in prostate no matter the choice of b values used, although b values of 0 and 
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750 s/mm2 yielded greater separation between the two ROI types. The choice of b value 

is therefore unlikely to mar the qualitative evaluation of ADC maps. When evaluating 

ADC quantitatively, however, parameter choice becomes very important as simply 

changing one of two b values used can change mean ADC by up to 65%.  

In prostate cancer, low ADC is likely the result of small glandular lumen volume 

and dense cellular growth with limited extracellular space. Epithelial cells growing into 

the ductal lumen restrict the number and size of lumen. The formation of crytstalloids in 

the lumen presents further barriers to diffusion. The luminal fluid also becomes more 

mucosal in cancerous tissue which should lower the diffusion constant. The reduction of 

extracellular space creates barriers to diffusion on a smaller scale. Additionally, cellular 

changes such as nucleomegaly and apoptosis change the tortuosity of different 

microenvironments and diffusivity and proportions of different compartments of water 

molecules within the cancerous tissue. The analysis presented here suggests that by 

using poorly chosen b values, ADC can become unknowingly insensitive to diffusion 

barriers on a shorter scale and could affect which mechanisms in cancer which are 

responsible for changes in measured ADC.  

More than two b values should be used clinically, but for research scans when 

time may be very limited b value choice should be approached with caution. In 

particular, it is important not to choose b values of 0, b and 2b as the middle (b) 

acquisition affects only the perfusion fraction and not the ADC calculation. 
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ADC0,750   ADC0,1500   D750,1500 

 
ADC0,750   ADC0,1500   D750,1500 
 
 
Figure A.3  Maps of the 3 calculated diffusion coefficients at TE=47 ms (upper row) and 
TE=75 ms (lower row) for a patient with two Gleason 7 cancer foci indicated by the red 
arrows. Window and level are constant across all images. 
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ADC0,750   ADC0,1500   D750,1500 

 
 
Figure A.4 Maps of the 3 calculated diffusion coefficients at TE=47 ms (upper row) and 
TE=75 ms (lower row) for a patient with a Gleason 7 cancer (lower red arrow) and BPH 
(upper red arrow). Window and level are constant across all images. 
 
 
 


